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Young Democrats Meet 
Clemson University Young Democrats will 
meet Monday, Nov. 2, at 7 p.m. in room 107, 
Hardin Hall. 
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Homecoming Festivities Commence Next Week 
Popular recording star Sam Cooke will be the featured 
entertainer at the CDA's Saturday Homecoming Dance. 
Presidential Candidates Put 
Under Fire Of Clemson Profs 
Last Tuesday night at 7:30, 
the Young Republican and 
Young Democrats Clubs of 
Clemson presented a presi- 
dential debate before about 
300 persons in the chemistry 
auditorium. 
Six members of the faculty, 
three on each side, debated 
the topic: "The people of the 
United States should elect the 
Republican candidates to the 
two top offices of the land." 
Speaking for the Republi- 
cans were George H. Dunkle- 
berg, of the agricultural en- 
gineering department, Jack 
Newell of the social science 
department, and Harry J. 
Wheeler, also of the social sci- 
ence department. 
William C. Capel, Dr. Er- 
' nest M. Lander, both of the 
social science department, and 
M. J. Skove, assistant profes- 
sor of physics, spoke for the 
Democrats. A. J. Fear, advi- 
sor of Clemson's debating 
team, was the moderator for 
the debate. 
In their opening remarks, 
the Republicans pointed out 
the growing welfarism in the 
country during the past 30 
years. They said that individ- 
ual   responsibility   cannot   be 
YMCA Announces 
New Staff Addition 
Otis D. Nelson, a former 
minister at the North Ander- 
son Baptist Church, has join- 
ed the Clemson University 
YMCA staff as an assistant 
secretary. 
He graduated from the Uni- 
versity of Alabama and earn- 
ed his bachelor of divinity 
and master of religious edu- 
cation degrees at the Louis- 
ville Theological Seminary. 
His experience includes direc- 
tor of recreation, athletic di- 
rector and coach in high 
schools, and two years with 
the U.S. Navy during the Ko- 
rean conflict. He has also held 
other Baptist pastorates in 
Florida, Georgia, and Ken- 
tucky. 
Mr. Nelson married the for- 
mer Sarah Hayes of Anderson 
and they have two sons, ages 
seven and two. 
passed on because welfarism 
leads to the decay of initia- 
tive of men. 
Stressing the point of too 
much government control, Mr. 
Wheeler quoted President 
Johnson's remark in his White 
House speech in January: 
"We are going to try to take 
all of the money that we think 
is unnecessarily being spent 
and take it from the 'haves' 
and give it to the 'have-nots' 
that need it so much." 
The affirmative side also 
pointed to the drastic failure 
(Continued on page 6) 
Singers Cooke And King Provide 
Musical Entertainment For CDA 
Homecoming weekend Nov. 6 and 7 will feature Ben E. King and Sam 
Cooke at dances on Friday and Saturday night, respectively. 
Both of the informal dances will be held in the Clemson dining hall. 
The dance Friday will start at 9 p.m. and end at 1 a.m. with admission cost 
of $4, while the Saturday night dance will begin at 8 p.m. and last until 
12 p.m. with an admission charge of $5. A block ticket is available for 
both dances for $8. Tickets may be purchased at the CDA table, from 
CDA junior staffers, or at the door on the dance nights. 
Freshmen will  be allowed 
to have cars on the campus 
from noon Friday until 7:30 
a.m. Monday for the dance 
weekend. Freshmen can get 
the necessary permit at the 
traffic office on the 8th level 
of the Student Center. 
The CDA will provide 
places for students' dates in 
local homes. Interested stu- 
dents can get further informa- 
tion at the CDA table which 
is located at the Loggia end 
of the dining hall. During in- 
termission Friday finalists for 
the Homecoming Queen Con- 
test will be presented. 
Ben E. King was born in 
Henderson, N. C. When he 
was eleven, King and his fam- 
ily moved to New York where 
King began working in his 
father's restaurant. King start- 
ed his singing career quite by 
accident. While he was work- 
ing one day, a booking agent 
dropped In seeking a singer 
who lived in the neighbor- 
hood. He found King. 
King began his singing with 
a professional group known 
as "The Crowns." Their group 
evolved into "The Drifters," 
which became a popular group 
(Continued on page 6) 
Senate Prohibits Practice 
Of Rats Guarding Campus 
Last Monday night, special 
committee of the Student Sen- 
ate reported to the Senate that 
freshmen will not be allowed 
to guard the campus before 
the Clemson-Carolina football 
game. 
Senior Senator Steve 
Wright, chairman of the com- 
mittee, reported that the 
committee was in favor of 
freshmen guarding the camp- 
us" but that Walter T. Cox, 
dean of students, will not al- 
low the guarding of the cam- 
pus. Wright stated that break- 
ing of car windows and de- 
stroying of highway signs 
were among Dean Cox's main 
objections. Also among Dean 
Cox's reasons was the danger 
to students; Wright stated an 
example of about 200 fresh- 
men sitting in the road after 
a pep rally two weeks ago. 
Further Senate action in- 
cluded legislation on "side- 
walk surfing," discussion on 
problems with radio antennae, 
recognition of the Clemson 
University Young Democrats, 
and a discussion on the elec- 
tion of cheerleaders. 
The Senate passed a bill 
prohibiting "roller-skating or 
sidewalk-surfing on the Clem- 
son University campus proper 
by any individuals other than 
Clemson University students 
or faculty members." 
A number of senators noted 
that the "side-walk surfers" 
were disturbing many stu- 
dents in and around the dorm- 
itories. One senator noted that 
the campus police were trying 
to stop the "surfers" but that 
they had not been effective. 
In a letter to the Senate, G. 
E. Coakley, Dean of Men, stat- 
ed that student placing of 
antennae on the roofs of the 
dormitories is causing much 
damage to the roofs. Dean 
Coakley asked the Senate to 
work on the program and see 
if they can solve the problem. 
Senate discussion on the 
problem included a suggestion 
of a communal radio system 
and communal antennae, with 
which the University had pre- 
viously experimented. After 
a brief discussion period, the 
problem was assigned to the 
Traffic and Grounds Commit- 
tee. 
A sub-committee of the 
General Affairs Committee 
reported on a proposed bill 
for the election of cheerlead- 
ers by the student body. 
Suggestions for election of 
the   cheerleaders   include   a 
Tigerama Sparks Program 
With Fireworks And Skits 
By  BILL  JOHNSON 
News Staff 
A shimmering display of 
fireworks and the crowning 
of the first Miss Clemson Uni- 
versity will highlight Tiger- 
ama 1964 on Friday, Nov. 6, 
at 6:45 p.m. in Death Valley. 
The eighth annual Tiger- 
ama, the all-student variety 
production which is coordinat- 
ed by the Blue Key honor fra- 
ternity and the Student Gov- 
ernment in conjunction with 
the Office of Student Affairs, 
will be preceded at 6 o'clock 
by a huge bonfire and pep 
rally behind the north stands 
of Memorial Stadium. 
The program moves inside 
the stadium at 6:45 for pre- 
Tigerama, a giant pep rally 
with the Clemson cheerlead- 
ers and the Tiger Band. The 
actual show follows at 7 
o'clock, with the presentation 
of eight skits by various cam- 
pus organizations. 
Additional entertainment 
will be furnished by several 
Clamson singing groups, in- 
cluding the Fort Hill Ramb- 
lers, the Windsongs, and the 
Delsingos. After the skits will 
be the crowning of Miss Clem- 
son University. 
Clemson's best wit and sa- 
tire will be represented in the 
eight skits to be presented. 
The skits will be judged, and 
the winning groups will re- 
ceive cash prizes. This year, 
for the first time, a skit will 
be presented by the women's 
dormitory of Clemson. The 
theme of this skit has been 
kept secret; however, other 
groups have revealed the 
topics of their skits. 
Sigma Kappa Epsilon will 
offer a take-off on Inspection 
Clessean, the main character 
of Peter Seller's movie, "A 
Shot in the Dark," with cam- 
pus police officers cast in the 
leading roles. Delta Kappa 
Alpha will present a suspen- 
seful mystery about Frank 
Howard, who has been lost on 
the day of Homecoming. "This 
Was the Year That Was" is 
the title of Kappa Sigma Nu's 
skit based on the television 
show, "That Was the Week 
That Was." 
The Numeral Society will 
present four short skits de- 
picting entertainment around 
the  United    States,    ranging general student body election; 
another method  suggested  is j f rom a Russian ballet to en- 
to narrow candidates down to   tertainment    from    Walhalla 
20 by a committee and then 
the cheerleaders would be se- 
lected by students who attend- 
ed try-outs in Tillman Hall; 
another was for the Block C 
Club to elect the cheerleaders. 
Delta    Phi    Kappa's    hidden 
cameras   will   peek   into   the 
future    to    view    a    typical' 
Clemson rat of 1965. 
Art Finkletter's House Par- 
ty will be the theme of the 
Circle K as Art interviews 
four bright youngsters. Kappa 
Delta Chi's production will be 
built around a vaudeville 
theme. Herb Hollar and Rick 
Bainbridge will be Masters of 
Ceremonies. 
The crowning of Miss Clem- 
son University will follow the 
stage presentations. The win- 
ning coed, who will be select- 
ed in a student election 
Thursday, Nov. 5, will be 
crowned by President Robert 
C. Edv/ards. 
Climaxing the evening's en- 
tertainment will be the spec- 
tacular fireworks display for 
which Tigerama has become 
famous. This year's display 
will cost around $1,500, will 
last approximately fifteen 
minutes, and, according to 
Jerry Caughman, director of 
this year's Tigerama, "will be 
the largest and best display 
ever brought to Clemson." 
Tickets will be forty-nine 
cents, and children under six 
will be admitted free. The 
advance sale of tickets will 
begin Monday, Nov. 2, when 
members of the Student Sen- 
ate will canvass the dormi- 
tories. Tickets will also go on 
sale in the dining hall Mon- 
day. Jerry Caughman urged 
that students buy their tickets 
early and avoid the lines at 
the gates. 
(Continued on page 6) 
Part of the spectacular fireworks display presented during last year's Tigerama. 
year's display will be presented at the conclusion of the fraternity skits. 
This 
AT TRUSTEES MEETING 
Request Approved For New infirmary 
At a meeting in Columbia 
last Tuesday, the Board of 
Trustees emphasized the need 
for a new Student Health 
Center and approved the Uni- 
versity's budget request. 
"The building which houses 
the student health service is 
totally inadequate," President 
Robert C. Edwards told the 
trustees, "and is rated unsafe 
by the state fire marshal and 
insurance inspectors. To cor- 
rect the deficiencies would 
involve major costs that can- 
not be justified." 
The present wooden frame 
Clemson infirmary was con- 
structed about 1900 and has 
undergone several additions 
and renovations since it was 
built for Clemson's original 
446 students. During the 1963- 
64 school year when the stu- 
dent body numbered 4,376, 
the Student Health Service 
administered services to 25,- 
852  student-patients. 
"I am not willing," Presi- 
dent Edwards said, "for us to 
continue in a building so in- 
adequate for a service so vi- 
tal for one more day than is 
absolutely necessary." 
The trustees authorized and 
directed the administration to 
take action necessary to fi- 
nance and construct the cen- 
ter. Estimated cost of a new 
center is approximately $800,- 
000. 
The Clemson governing 
body also reviewed and offi- 
cially confirmed contracts 
that have been signed for $3,- 
789,121 worth of construction 
currently in progress on the 
campus. This includes the $2,- 
323,235 library, a $769,808 ad- 
dition to the chemistry build- 
ing, a $618,500 women's resi- 
dence hall, and the $50,578 
relocation of the University 
motor pool that was previous- 
ly located on the new library 
site.    Authorization was also 
GIRLS  ON  PARADE 
Beauties Vie For Miss Clemson 
By JUNE  BLACKWELL 
News Staff 
The students will choose 
Miss Clemson University 1964 
in an election on the loggia 
next Thursday, Nov. 5. The 
new Miss Clemson will be 
elected from 16 candidates by 
plurality vote. 
Miss Clemson will begin her 
reign Friday night, Nov. 6, 
after she is crowned by Dr. 
R. C. Edwards at Tigerama. 
The candidates will be escort- 
ed under an arch formed by 
the P.R.'s, to the stage at 
Tigerama by student govern- 
ment officers and representa- 
tives from different student 
organizations. She will reign 
for one year. 
According to Rudy 
Antoncic, chairman of the 
Miss Clemson Contest, "Miss 
Clemson will be the official 
representative for the Clem- 
son University student body." 
He also stated, "This year, we 
Military Department Holds First Field Day 
Army ROTC Brigade will 
hold its first annual military 
field day Thursday, Nov. 5. 
The field day will be held in 
front of the field house on 
drill field number two at 4:20 
p.m. 
The senior and junior 
cadets of the brigade will be 
in complete charge of the field 
day. Contestants from each 
company will be selected from 
the MSI and MSII students 
Cadets may not enter more 
than one event. There wil e 
individual, as well as com- 
pany, competition, and a- 
wards will be given o.. Jov. 
12. Individual winners will 
receive ribbons, and the win- 
ning company will receive a 
guidon streamer. Special a- 
wards will be given to the 
winners of the M-l rifle dis- 
assembly and assembly, sit- 
ups, and pushups. 
The scheduled events for 
the field day are as follows: 
tug-o-war, three-legged race, 
pushups, sit-ups, dizzy izzey, 
M-l rifle disassembly and as- 
sembly,  and  skin the snake. 
Judges for the events will be 
the company executive offic- 
ers. One chief judge will be 
in charge, and members of 
the brigade staff will act as 
control personnel. 
This    past      summer,    the 
cadets in the summer session 
held a very successful field 
day. It is the hope of Cadet 
Col. John Parker, as well as 
the military department in- 
structor personnel, that the 
proposed field day will be a 
have the most attractive group 
of girls that have ever repre- 
sented the Clemson student 
body in the Miss Clemson 
University Contest." 
Any girl who is a register- 
ed, single student of Clemson 
son with a G.P.R. required for 
graduation, except in the case 
(See Pictures on Page 6) 
huge success so that it may 
become an annual affair. Ac- 
cording to Brigade S-3 Wil- 
liam P. Law, it should be an 
afternoon of fun, frolic, and 
competition for all students 
at Clemson. 
Military science students attending the last summer set 
sion  begin  a  new  tradition  by  holding  Clemson's   first 
military field day on the old practice football field. 
of a first semester freshman 
or a transfer student, is elig- 
ible to be a candidate. The 
girls must also sign an affa- 
davit which stipulates that 
she will not graduate prior to 
the termination of the spring 
semester. Miss Clemson will 
represent this institution in 
appropriate situations as sanc- 
tioned by the Dean of Student 
Affairs. 
The candidates for Miss 
Clemson are Yolanda Pacini, 
a freshman representing the 
Clemson University Rifle 
Club; Heather Prevost, a 
sophomore for the Society for 
the Advancement of Manage- 
ment; freshman Jane Race for 
the Forestry Club; Stuart 
Mungall, a freshman repre- 
senting Beta Tau Sigma; Su- 
san Moore, a sophomore for 
Delta Phi Kappa; freshman 
Ann Corbin for Scabbard and 
Blade; Nina Dulen, a fresh- 
man for Sigma Kappa Epsil- 
Blue Key Elects 
Twelve Members 
Tate Horton, president of 
the Clemson chapter of the 
Blue Key National Honorary 
Fraternity, announced the 
election of twelve students to 
membership in the organiza- 
tion. They are: Earl Burch, 
Bill Efird, Charles Foster, Ce- 
cil Huey, Virgil Irick, Bill 
Miley, John Newton, Al 
Roach, John Scherer, John 
Shelley, Troy Usher, and Joe 
Waldrep. 
At the present time the 
fraternity is working on its 
(Continued on  Page  6) 
on; and sophomore Janis 
Moore for Kappa Sigma Nu. 
Also, Ande Mitchell, fresh- 
man for Delta Kappa Alpha; 
Jeannette Hicks, sophomore 
representing Arnold Air So- 
ciety; Clara Jones, senior for 
Clemson B.S.U., freshman 
Sandra Tarquina for Mu Beta 
Psi; Mary Sue Gibert, fresh- 
man for the Tiger Brother- 
hood Honorary Fraternity; 
Joan Reas, sophomore for the 
Clemson University Glee 
Club; Carol Jackson, fresh- 
man representing Sigma Al- 
pha Zeta, and Susan Mullan 
for  THE  TIGER. 
Miss Clemson will be given 
at Tigerama, a sterling silver 
bowl with the inscription 
"Miss Clemson University, 
1964." 
granted for an expenditure of 
$50,000 to air condition the 
2,400-seat student dining room 
and part of the kitchen. 
The trustees reviewed and 
approved in detail the Clem- 
son University budget request 
that will be submitted to the 
South Carolina General As- 
sembly when it returns' to ses- 
sion. 
Vespers Program 
To Be Presented 
Next Sunday Night 
YMCA Vespers will present 
a folk Communion service at 
7 p.m. Sunday night in the 
YMCA. 
According to Darrell Mon- 
roe, the Vespers' chairman, 
the folk Communion "will be 
one of the most unique and 
extraordinary" programs ever 
presented by the YMCA. The 
American folk music setting 
of the Holy Communion was 
first used and recorded by 
the choir of the Canterbury 
House at Northwestern Uni- 
versity. It has been widely 
used at Episcopal conferences 
and at the National Cathedral 
in Washington, D. C. 
The program is being con- 
ducted by a group of about 
25 students from the Canter- 
bury Club. They will use 
guitars and recorded music. 
According to Monroe, "The 
purpose of the Vespers is to 
offer to students an opportun- 
ity for Christian fellowship in 
a friendly atmosphere. We 
have tried through various 
types of programs to stimu- 
late thought and opinion 
about campus Christianity. 
Only through student inter- 
est and participation can the 
Vespers' program be success- 
ful." 
More Parking Regulations 
Enforced Starting Monday 
Student parking will be re- 
stricted to designated parking 
areas beginning Monday, Nov. 
2. This new enforcement of 
regulations is necessitated by 
the construction of Dormitory 
No. 11. 
The current parking map 
designates the area to be used 
for Senior parking. That por- 
tion of the map north of Dor- 
mitory No. 10 shown for con- 
struction of Dormitory No. 11 
is the area which should be 
cleared during this week. Ac- 
cording to Jack W. Weeden, 
chief of security, "All cars 
must be moved by Oct. 30, 
19S4. Those left at construc- 
tion site will be towed away." 
Other than senior cars have 
been permitted in the senior 
space west of Dormitories No. 
9 and No. 10 until now. Ef- 
fective with this announce- 
ment the senior parking indi- 
cated on the map is reserved 
solely for cars belonging to 
members of the senior class. 
The loss of the temporary 
space for seniors, and their 
use of the designated area 
will condense the space shown 
for commuters, dormitory stur 
dents, and also earmarked as 
unrestricted. Thus the space 
in the parking lot south and 
west of Dormitory No. 9 will 
be filled to capacity. Students 
not finding space available in 
this lot are requested to use 
the spaces along Williamson 
Road, which in itself will cre- 
ate a problem for three of the 
next four weekends. 
Prior to the Virginia, North 
Carolina, and South Carolina 
games students whose cars 
are parked on Williamson 
Road will have to be moved 
by Friday night preceding the 
Saturday games. The grassed 
area north of or in front of 
the main entrance to the field 
house will be used for park- 
ing of cars moved from Wil- 
liamson Road. These cars 
must be returned to William- 
son Road as soon as possible 
after each of the games. 
The 
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Clemson Coloring Book 
Mud Slinging  Campaign 
Mars  Presidential  Efforts 
Taken from The Greenville News, 
Oct. 25, 1964: 
Democrats Decry Report On Barry 
Editor, The News: 
As a Democrat working in one pre- 
cinct in Pickens County, I have 
learned that a national magazine, 
FACT, published by Ralph Ginsberg 
at 110 West 40th Street, New York, 
has devoted the latest issue of this 
magazine to an attack on Senator 
Goldwater in a manner that we De- 
mocrats wish to decry. 
The entire issue is devoted to the 
subject of the mental health of Sen- 
ator Goldwater. Some idea of the 
contents can be obtained from the 
headline, "1,189 Psychiatrists Say 
Goldwater is Psychologically Unfit 
to Be President." 
Very much in the manner of such 
character assassinations as those en- 
gaged in by the writers of such trash 
as None Dare Call It Treason, A 
Texan Looks at Lyndon, and A 
Choice Not An Echo, this diatribe 
professes to be "carefully document- 
ed." In this respect it is better than 
some of those mentioned here, as the 
documentation consists mostly of 
quotations directly attributed to the 
Senator or to one of his biographers. 
The net result of the report, how- 
ever, is clearly designed to present 
a picture of Senator Goldwater as a 
man utterly divorced from reality. 
It delves deeply, in a pseudo-scienti- 
fic manner, into Goldwater's early 
life, his relationships with his father, 
Baron Goldwater, and with his moth- 
er and so arranges things as to pre- 
sent an almost perfect example of 
what Freudians would call "the un- 
resolved Oedipus complex." 
The "report" proves absolutely 
nothing. It presents mostly conject- 
~ ure. At best it is an unwarranted in- 
vasion of privacy; and at worst it 
would make it appear that Gold- 
water is crazy. 
We Democrats think this is a com- 
panion piece to the above-mentioned 
books of campaign trash; and we 
want no part of it. We hope that 
others will join in denouncing this 
and all other such attempts to smear 
the character of any candidate for 
President. 
W. C. CAPEL, 
Clemson Precinct Manager 
Johnson for President 
Clemson 
Bravo to Mr. W. C. Capel, a profes- 
sor of sociology here at Clemson 
University. Truly, this presidential 
campaign is now largely a mud 
slinging affair. Such tactics tend to 
do nothing but place doubts in the 
minds of voters. It seems as if the 
potential leaders of our nation are 
UTTERS TO TOM 
avoiding the issues of importance in 
order to satisfy an insatiable appetite 
for smear and degradation. 
The Presidential election this year, 
needless to say, is probably the most 
controversial ever in the United 
States. Gigantic issues loom over the 
heads of both candidates, and their 
stands on such issues are being close- 
ly watched by the voters. The rea- 
son for this scrutiny is that some of 
the issues, and the way that they are 
handled, could very well determine 
the future of a great nation. 
But what do people think when 
nearly all they hear is a series of 
name-calling blasts made by various 
party advocates? Here are a few 
comments made by Clemson students 
concerning the obvious mud slinging 
tactics being used by both candi- 
dates. Tommy Hamm, an IM major 
and president of the Student Senate, 
says this: "True, there has been 
more than the average amount of 
mud slinging in this campaign. Most 
people believe the mud has been go- 
ing both ways. I think the majority 
of the accusations placed against the 
Republican nominee are unfounded, 
and designed only to play on the 
fears of nuclear war. As for the mud 
going the other way, look at the 
headlines." Keys Lewis, Clemson EE 
major and program director of WS- 
BF, says this: "Mud slinging seems 
to be a traditional feature of political 
campaigns, but this year it seems to 
have gotten out of hand. It may be 
an especially hard fought campaign, 
but that is no excuse for the attacks 
that the Democrats and the press 
have unleashed on Goldwater. And 
of course, the Republicans have done 
their share of the name-calling." 
People everywhere are beginning 
to wonder what has happened to the 
political campaign for the President 
of the United States. As the inten- 
sity of the blasts increases, the doubt 
in people's minds increases, and peo- 
ple ask themselves, "Should I vote 
for either one? Is either candidate 
qualified for such a high office? 
Goodness, what an awful thing to be 
connected with the White House!" 
The important thing at hand is that 
Americans must make a choice. We 
must carefully evaluate the qualifi- 
cations and viewpoints of each can- 
didate, and then determine which 
one will afford the type of leadership 
a nation such as ours needs. The of- 
fice of President of the United States 
is the most honorable and respected 
position capable of being attained by 
an American citizen. The idea of a 
"perfect" candidate is fictional. How- 
ever, the person holding the office 
of President must be worthy of the 
respect the position affords him. 
The choice is ours! 
—W.H.L. 
Stage Light Operators Disrupt Concert 
Dear Tom: 
To the gentleman (and all 
those in agreement with 
him) who had a letter in last 
week's TIGER concerning 
the pleasure received from 
the concert given by Guy 
Lombardo, I would like to 
ask, "How could you enjoy 
it amidst all the confusion?" 
Frankly, I, along with 
many others, was too em- 
barrassed to benefit from the 
performance of these na- 
tionally known entertainers. 
What must they think of a 
university whose reputation 
in engineering is as outstand- 
ing as Clemson's when that 
university does not have 
enough consideration to pro- 
vide someone who can oper- 
ate stage lights? Remember, 
Guy himself had to leave 
the stage to turn them on, 
not to dwell on the fact that 
the soloist had to give con- 
stant instructions from the 
stage about the lights. An- 
other simple engineering 
courtesy would be to pro- 
vide a microphone with 
enough power so that people 
seated more than a third of 
the way back could hear the 
speakers and singers. 
Watching the daring ac- 
complishments of the light 
men constantly walking the 
ramps above the audience 
and hearing the noise ac- 
companying these feats pro- 
vided suspense during the 
performance. The talking 
over the "walkie-talkie" 
during Anita's song added 
immensely to the atmos- 
phere. Also, we mustn't ov- 
erlook the disturbance caus- 
ed by those well-mannered 
people who decided to "beat 
the traffic" and leave via 
the front door, permitting it 
to slam, during the beauti- 
fully sung "He's Got The 
Whole World In His Hand." 
It is bad enough to have 
to hold a concert in facilities 
such as are provided, much 
less make the entertainers 
compete with the aforemen- 
tioned disturbances. It must 
be remembered that along 
with verbal acclamation such 
as that given in last week's 
TIGER, elimination of such 
inconsiderations would also 
show appreciation to the 
guests of Clemson Univer- 
sity. 
Sincerely, 
Carol G. Cochran 
Dear Tom: 
We are writing not in pro- 
test against the CDA; we 
know they do the best they 
can. However, we feel that 
better entertainment can be 
provided at our dances. 
A case in point would be 
the recent appearance of a 
very beautiful Anita Bryant 
in the concert series. There 
was a larger attendance at 
that show than there was at 
the Friday night Rat Hop, 
featuring Mary Wells. Cer- 
tainly the CDA can see the 
advantage of having name tal- 
ent like Anita Bryant or the 
Letter-men, instead of people 
you can see in any Rock 'N 
Roll Show. 
We would like to see bet- 
ter entertainment provided at 
our dances. Better entertain- 





Randy   Crowder 
Allan Hesters 
This Is A Clemson Box^Color It Emptier Than 
Ever Since The New"Ruling"  
CURES  FOR PAYNE 
Campus Sloths: Child Students, Critics 
By LARRY JOE PAYNE 
TIGER Columnist 
There are two types of 
students on this campus 
which EVERYONE utterly 
detests and should avoid as 
one would avoid criticizing 
the bald-baron and his not- 
so-winning eleven. I speak 
of (a) the immature Clem- 
son child-student, and (b) 
the hypercritical Clemson 
student. It is these two mis- 
fits that cause us to some- 
times throw up our hands 
and take a closer look at 
this thing called "higher- 
education." 
The immature child-stu- 
dent is the one we are most 
aware of on the weekends 
and during examinations. He 
is the monster that prowls 
around in a drunken state of 
complete ecstasy ripping 
down and mangling whatev- 
er is not nailed down, tied 
down or under lock and 
chain. He is the juvenile that 
so expertly lays waste the 
bulletin boards in the post 
office corridors and dorms. 
But being creatively de- 
structive is not enough for 
this over-zealous young ebul- 
lient juvenile. He must also 
"get something for nothing," 
and quite often his dishonest 
schemings bring him success. 
During examinations when 
he should be studying, his is 
the loud mouth that rever- 
berates through out the halls 
of every dorm on campus. 
Readers, be not alarmed, he 
is merely getting in shape 
for the moment when he 
will slyly cheat you and ev- 
ery other student and pro- 
fessor on campus out of a 
passing grade. 
If we could honestly be- 
lieve the time-worn state- 
ment, "he is merely cheating 
himself" we would jump 
and turn three back-flips 
from atop Tillman Hall. But 
the harsh reality is that 
while you try to graduate 
according to the rules of 
honesty, this parasite may 
succeed dishonestly while 
you flunk the heck out. 
The hypercritical student 
is an excellent case study for 
any good frustrated psychia- 
trist. He is the chronic grip- 
er the frustrated pessimist, 
perhaps well described as a 
nervous neurotic in search 
of recognition. But how 
much better it would be if 
he would only change his 
tactics and accept the fact 
that he is boredom personi- 
fied.    ■ 
The hypercritical student 
is the grouch who criticizes 
everything and everybody. 
He usually has an opinion 
on everything and an under- 
standing of nothing. He is 
the one-celled little animal 
that complains about the 
TIGER, CHRONICLE, 
TAPS, and any other stu- 
dent publication which he 
has never taken the time to 
read. Ask him to join an 
organization in order to help 
it improve or ask him to do 
anything which is construc- 
tive and he retorts, "I ain't 
got no time for that." He 
doesn't have the time be- 
cause he is too busy sitting 
around trying to think of 
something nasty to say a- 
bout anything. 
If you are unlucky enough 
(and you will be) to encoun- 
ter either of these two mis- 
fits on campus, avoid them 
as you would avoid the 
plague. No one will hold it 
against you if you secretly 
wish a pox on these two 
sloths. 
Mock Elections On Neighboring Campii 
Give Victories To Goldwater, Johnson 
(More Tom Letters on P. 6) 
By BILL HAMILTON 
Associate Editor 
Last week Clemson stu- 
dents showed they favored 
Barry Goldwater for Presi- 
dent three to one over Lyn- 
don Johnson in the TIGER'S 
mock election. Many stu- 
dents have wondered how 
these results compare with 
mock elections at other col- 
leges. 
The TIGER has learned 
the outcomes of several of 
these straw ballots from a 
number of schools which 
send their newspapers to 
Clemson. 
At Furman Goldwater won 
by a vote of 485 to 246. A 
breakdown by classes show- 
ed that Goldwater swept the 
freshman class three to one 
over Johnson, 176 to 63. 
Sophomores favor Gold- 
water 140 to 60, and juniors 
89 to 49. In the senior class 
the vote was closer: Gold- 
water 78, Johnson, 71. 
Among registered voters, 
Goldwater won 110 to 83. 
At Clemson the break- 
down by classes was: fresh- 
men, 526 to 197; sophomores, 
257 to 91; juniors, 179 to 50; 
seniors, 225 to 63; and grad- 
uate students, 45 to 16 with 
each class giving Goldwater 
around a three to one vote. 
Registered voters favored 
Goldwater by approximately 
the same ratio. 
At the University of North 
Carolina Johnson took 57.12 
per cent of 1,138 votes and 
Goldwater took 36.38 per 
cent, leaving 5.50 per cent 
with undecided or write-in 
votes. Among UNC coeds 
voting for Johnson or Gold- 
water, Johnson won 71.02 
per cent to 28.98. Among 
male students the vote was 
61.95 per cent for Johnson 
to 38.05 for Goldwater. 
At Xavier University in 
Cincinnati, Johnson won the 
straw vote 665 to 340. 
Several student newspap- 
ers have endorsed candi- 
dates. The GEORGE-ANNE 
of Georgia Southern College 
in Statesboro, Ga., for in- 
stance, has endorsed John- 
son, and the GAMECOCK of 
the University of South Car- 
olina has endorsed Gold- 
water. 
*    *    * 
From Dr. R. S. Lambert, 
head of the social sciences 
department at Clemson this 
writer has gotten the follow^ 
ing information: 
A recent communication 
from Mr. Daniel McLeod, 
Attorney - General of the 
State of South Carolina, re- 
veals that a large number of 
Clemson students who had 
planned to vote in the Nov. 
3 election may be illegally 
registered. Mr. McLeod's 
statement is based upon his 
interpretation of the State 
Constitution. 
According to this interpre- 
tation the fact that a student 
is away from home in college 
does not cause him to lose 
residence in his home pre- 
cinct; neither does his at- 
tendance at college give him 
residence in the precinct in 
which the college or univer- 
sity is located. In other 
words, something more is re- 
quired to prove residence; 
for example, the payment of 
taxes in the county in which 
the university is located. The 
section of the State Consti- 
tution upon which Mr. Mc- 
Leod bases his interpretation 
is quoted as follows: 
"For the purpose of vot- 
ing, no person shall be deem- 
ed to have gained or lost a 
residence by reason of his 
presence or absence    while 
employed in the service of 
the United States, nor while 
engaged in the navigation of 
the waters of this State, or 
of the United States, or of 
the high seas, nor while a 
student of any institution of 
learning." 
The TIGER has further 
learned from Dr. Lambert 
that those Clemson students 
who decide to pursue their 
intentions to vote at the 
Stone Church precinct will 
have their votes challenged 
on the basis of the above in- 
terpretation of voting rights. 
This will be indiscriminately 
applied to those of either 
political faith. The challenge 
procedure operates some- 
what as follows: a voter 
whose right to vote is chal- 
lenged will have his ballot 
placed in an envelope by the 
election managers; the enve- 
lope will be sealed and the 
ballot not counted; at some 
later time, set by the coun- 
ty election commission, the 
validity (or invalidity) of the 
challenge must be shown; if 
the challenge ruled valid the 
ballot is not counted; if the 
challenge is ruled invalid the 
ballot is counted. 
Those students who be- 
lieve that they can meet the 
residence requirements when 
challenged are urged to vote; 
however, it might be best to 
realize that there are pen- 
alties for illegal registration 
and voting. In addition, vot- 
ing on the basis of local resi- 
dence is almost certain to 
result in a bill for auto and 
personal property taxes. 
Evidence that an automo- 
bile has been registered in 
the county would be accep- 
table as proof of residence. 
Frustrated,  Eskew? 
Join  CHRONICLE! 
By FRANK PEARCE 
TIGER Columnist 
Here comes a plug for the good ole CHRON- 
ICLE. If there are any frustrated poets, show-offs 
in print, short story dreamers, or any similar 
characters of eskew personality . . . welcome to 
the club . . . and if you are still reading this, why 
don't you drop by the CHRONICLE office and see 
if those nuts over there will welcome you to their 
fold and publish any of your material. Ye old 
CHRONICLE office is located in a man made hole 
hidden by a double door with a Red "O" plastered 
across the top. This hole is at the back and to 
the rear behind and not in the front of the geology 
building, which rests sedately and lovily beside 
dormitory A. Should you come upon some char- 
acter writhing and moaning and mumbling about 
"stuff", do not be alarmed. Do not pass go. He is 
in the throes of a shortage for material and his 
name is Dirty Dail Dixon and he is the editor. 
Give him your material and you won't collect two 
hundred dollars, but you may get put in "the best 
college magazine in the whole world (as judged 
by an independent research facility)". Or you 
may get put in jail if it is published. The, 
CHRONICLE will publish anything shocking, dis- 
heartening, eye-raising, sexy, frustrating (which 
is sexy), arousing (which is sexy), infuriating and 
which nine times out of ten you will like. 
* *    * 
Spend one day and a night in Texas and you 
will be amazed at the number of those tall tale 
tellers who are not for LBJ. This is not a political 
challenge to any malcontent torch bearers or 
standard bearers. Nor do I hereby brand either 
candidate a maverick. Simply seen were a great 
many of Barry slogans and people. You know in 
your heart that it could go either way. 
* *    * 
Fishbein, you lied. Bunnies are not balloons. 
So say four still beat TIGER staffers who had op- 
portunity to take license . . . uh, who had oppor- 
tunity to check some of the rabbits out last Satur- 
day night in good wide open Chicago. It was open 
season but nobody bagged   anything    to    bring 
home, although a couple got sacked. > 
* *    * 
Let's say something nice about the polici campus 
type. Although there exist some who would dis- 
agree. Chief Weeden and his boys have been mucho 
much more willing to listen to circumstance and 
excuse regarding student parking violations than 
in the past. And in a surprising number of cases 
the tickets were cancelled. And for those of you 
with a sad song and dance and a ticket that was 
not cancelled, get a TS card and see the chaplain. 
* *    * 
And we bow to the dining hall, who got every- 
body served Sunday and with extrissimo little in-i 
convenience. And if anybody has complaint about 
the student waiters, put it behind this . . . would 
you work for eighty cents an hour? And about the 
food . . . have you ever cooked for 3000 people? 
* *    * 
About smoking and filter tips and so forth . . . 
the best tip yet . . . don't start. 
* *    * 
And M. L. King has done gone and won the 
prize. For peace. Again this is no challenge, but 
what were the qualifications and the basis for the 
awarding? And Jean-Paul Sartre turned his prize 
down. It just ain't the year, boys. 
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# TIGER CANVASSES CLEMSON CAMPUS 
Campus-Wide Construction 
Construction projects on this campus are in-1; 
I creasing in an amazing number. This past weeki; 
jj the work on the Women's Residence Hall Number;: 
I 2 was begun, this starting the fourth construction;; 
\ project since June 1. 
Other construction projects on which work is!; 
\ now being done are the library, the motor pool,:; 
I and the chemistry annex. Re-facing and re-roof-f 
I ing the Industrial Engineering Building is now inf 
I the planning phases. | 
After the construction on Men's Residence Halli 
| Number 11 has been begun in November, the total \ 
I cost of the work being done will amount to| 
| $4,875,000. This amount does not include the;; 
| projects which have been started before June 1| 
| of this year. 
Hall Meditations 
A Y.M.C.A. project has been started again which;; 
| sponsors the hall meditations. Question of various! 
| topics will be discussed and answered by student! 
| leaders on each hall. 
These meetings are conducted every Wednes-j; 
|day night between the hours of ten and eleven! 
1 o'clock. Any and all halls interested may partici-1 
spate in this program. \ 
Henry Garbelman, student director of this pro-! 
|gram, commented, "This program is available for! 
:|all of those students interested. These meetings! 
|should prove to be very educational as well as;: 
Istimulating." \ 
Professor's Quotes 
Several of our professors and technicians have f 
|been caught using "pet" phrases quite often. See f 
fif you can guess these few listed below. If you can ! 
|list all of them, you have been here too long and \ 
fshould graduate — or flunk out — very soon. \ 
| (Key words which make the quotation a dead ! 
|give-away have been indicated by dashed lines.) \ 
| "The painter's house needs painting, the me-! 
fchanic's car does not work, so why cannot an — \ 
^engineer's working area be unorganized?" f 
"Let's see, can we use our 'handy-dandies'?" 
"Last summer where I worked we . . . ." 
I    "Come on boys, let's not goof around anymore. I 
|No! NO! Don't do it that way boys." 
I    "Questions?  Okay, we'll move on then." 
\    "Any questions, quandaries, or comments?" 
Outstanding Coeds 
Two weeks from this issue this page will con- \ 
!tain the TIGER'S response to one of the humor f 
\ magazine's female choice. However, the only girls \ 
I eligible for this particular series are coeds. 
Girls chosen for this honor must be pretty and \ 
!;must be in the upper caliber of their class. An-f 
I other prerequisite is that they are not married. 
So in two weeks, look to the feature page for| 
jthe first in a new series of outstanding coeds. In| 
lease you are wondering, the feature staff willl 
\ choose the girl each time the column is printed.   | 
Flicks This Week 
By CHARLES E. HILL 
TIGER Feature Writer 
The feature presentations 
this week at the local theater 
should be a boon to all Eng- 
lish students. Heading the list 
of flicks are two films based 
on literary classics. 
The enterprising literature 
students may be using the 
movie versions of these stor- 
ies to write their book re- 
ports, instead of resorting to 
the usual standby—Reader's 
Digest Condensed Books. Just 
don't blame me if slight plot 
variations between the pub- 
lisher's ' volume and Holly- 
wood's version cause you to 
flunk your book report quiz! 
The Killers 
Starting out the week is a 
fast-moving melodrama call- 
ed "The Killers," based on 
Ernest Hemingway's work of 
the same name. Featured in 
the cast is tough guy Lee 
(M-Squad) Marvin, portray- 
ing a hired gun (what else?). 
The -female element is rep- 
resented by Angie Dickinson, 
lover to race-car-driver-turn- 
ed-bad-guy John Cassavetes. 
Rounding out the cast are Clu 
Gulager, Marvin's sidekick, 
and Ronald Reagan, an under- 
world lord. 
The plot of the movie 
seems to revolve around the 
life of the character whom 
John Cassavetes portrays. 
Starting out as a race car 
driver, he is badly injured in 
a crash. 
After his recovery, Miss 
Dickinson, associated with 
Reagan's racket, persuades 
Cassavetes to use his driving 
talents in a mail hold-up. The 
action then centers on the mil- 
lion dollars acquired in the 
robbery,   as   the  participants 
cross and double-cross each 
other in an effort to control 
the loot. 
This "suspense-packed" en- 
try should indeed be interest- 
ing enough to provide enjoy- 
able entertainment. The act- 
ing performances are capable, 
and the sequences featuring 
professional killers in action 
and detectives on the trail of 
the million - dollar bounty 
promise to be fast-moving 
and interesting enough. 
I'd Rather Be Rich 
As a comical interlude to 
the two literary productions, 
Universal Pictures offers "I'd 
Rather Be Rich," featuring 
big-name cast, Eastman color, 
and songs by Andy Williams. 
Following in the tradition of 
the recently popular roman- 
tic comedies, this one features 
mixed-up identies as a basis 
for banter. 
Starring in this movie is 
tuff Sandra Dee, as the 
grounddaughter of wealthy 
tycoon Maurice Chevalier. 
The two fellows who get their 
identities switched are Andy 
Williams, who is appropriate- 
ly enough cast as a night- 
club singer, and Robert Gou- 
let, who is inappropriately 
enough cast as a chemical en- 
gineer. Other stars in the cast 
are Charlie Ruggles and Her- 
mione Gingold. 
The plot of this movie is 
not likely to win any Acad- 
emy Awards for feasibility, 
but then which of this sort of 
movies does? The producers 
are to be highly criticized for 
not allowing the great Goulet 
sing more than he does, even 
though Williams provides fine 
music with such songs as "It 
(Continued on page 6) 
Development: Integral Part Of Clemson Progress 
By BILL GESTRICH 
TIGER Feature Writer 
Wright Bryan, vice-presi- 
dent for development of 
Clemson University, was 
brought to the Clemson cam- 
pus at the age of one month 
and lived here until his gradu- 
ation from Clemson in 1926. 
The son of Arthur Buist 
Bryan, Clemson graduate of 
1898 who served Clemson 47 
years first on the English 
faculty and then as agricul- 
tural editor for the Extension 
Service and the Experiment 
Station, Wright Bryan married 
Ellen Hillyer Newell of At- 
lanta in 1932) and they now 
have two daughters, a son, 
three grandsons and one 
granddaughter. 
TIGER Editor 
Mr. Bryan began news- 
paper work as editor of the 
TIGER, and as a reporter 
for the GREENVILLE 
PIEDMONT in 1924. Nine- 
teen twenty-six saw him, for 
a few months, as sports edi- 
tor of the Greenville paper, 
but to continue his news- 
paper career, Mr. Bryan at- 
tended the University of 
Missouri's school of journ- 
alism the year following his 
graduation from Clemson. 
In 1927, he joined the staff 
of the Atlanta Journal and in 
his 26 years of service held 
such positions as city editor, 
managing editor, associate 
editor, and editor. 
Aside from being war cor- 
respondent for the Atlanta 
Journal in World War II, he 
also worked for NBC and 
broadcast the first eye-wit- 
ness account of the D-Day in- 
vasion, June 6, 1944. General 
Eisenhower presented him 
with the Medal of Freedom 
for his services as a corres- 
pondent. 
His newspaper career cul- 
minated with the editorship 
of the CLEVELAND PLAIN 
DEALER, from 1954 to 1963. 
He then returned to Clem- 
son on January 1.  1963, to 
work   for    the   future   de- 
velopment of the university. 
In addition to his Clemson 
degrees,   Mr.  Bryan  has   re- 
ceived an honorary Doctor of 
Laws degree from the College 
of Wooster, Ohio. He has also 
served as president of the Am- 
erican Society of Newspaper 
Editors, Chairman of the Geor- 
gia Press Institute, president 
of the Rotary Club of Atlan- 
ta, and chairman of the At- 
lanta Red Cross   Chapter   as 
well as being active in many 
other civic associations. 
The important role the De- 
velopment  Department  plays 
in the life of this university 
was the topic of an interview 
with Vice-President Bryan by 
the TIGER last week. A few 
of the issues discussed follow. 
TIGER Interview 
TIGER: What actually is 
the function of the develop* 
ment department? 
Bryan:  To   over   simplify, 
development does everything 
it can to help provide    tools 
which will  enable people  to 
educate and carry on educa- 
tional work resulting in con- 
tinued improvement   of   this 
institution. 
This includes    four    main 
parts;   planning   for    future 
growth, developing monetary 
resources  other  than  federal 
and state funds, coordinating 
sponsored research programs, 
and handling alumni services 
as well as public relations. 
TIGER: As far as future 
construction   is    concerned 
what is planned in addition 
to the    library    and    new 
men's and women's dorms? 
Bryan: There are two mat- 
ters we  are now giving  top 
priority. First a   new,    func- 
tional   student  health   center 
to house the fine equipment 
Plyler Attends White House Conference 
By MILTON PLYLER 
Senior Class President 
Ed. Note: Milton Plyler 
went to the White House 
on Oct. 3, for a meeting of 
student leaders from repre- 
sentative colleges and uni- 
versities throughout the 
country. Milton is the pres- 
ident of the senior class and 
he is majoring in industrial 
management. 
On Saturday, October 3, 
represented by me at a meet- 
ing of college and university 
student leaders which was 
held at the White House in 
Washington, D. C. The meet- 
ing was arranged by Presi- 
dent Lyndon B. Johnson for 
some 230 campus leaders from 
throughout the United States. 
My invitation was extreme- 
ly vague as to the purpose of 
the conference. Therefore, 
when I left Clemson October 
3, I knew little more than the 
fact that I was supposed to 
report to the White House at. 
5 p.m. Saturday afternoon. 
However, upon arriving at 
the Executive Mansion the 
pace quickened. The group 
assembled in the East Room 
to listen to short speeches by 
Secretaries Robert McNamara, 
Dean Rusk, and Willard 
Wirtz. Each talked about his 
cabinet department and made 
an appeal for qualified young 
people to enter the service of 
our nation. 
Following this, President 
Johnson spoke briefly. His 
address was essentially the 
same as tie urged the youth 
of the nation to assume the 
role of world leaders. The 
President also announced the 
founding of the White Fel- 
lows. 
These selected young peo- 
ple between the ages of 23-35 
will work with the various 
cabinet departments and the 
White House for a 15 month 
period. This is an effort to at- 
tract the cream of the crop 
to the Federal Service. 
Following this, the same 
230 students passed through 
a receiving line composed of 
the President, Mrs. Johnson, 
and daughter Lynda. The first 
family shook hands and chat- 
ted briefly with us. 
After having met the first 
family, all the students en- 
joyed a buffet supper which 
was served in the State Din- 
ing Room. Included on the 
menu was Texas barbecue 
which is becoming symbolic 
of the presidential campaign. 
To conclude the evening, 
we all went back to the East 
Room for entertainment at 
which Lynda Johnson was 
hostess. The entertainers in- 
cluded the Chad Mitchell trio, 
the Stan Getz quartet, and 
comedian Bob Newhart. 
Surprisingly, Bob Newhart 
was the only person who men- 
tioned politics during the en- 
tire evening. He did a pan- 
tomime of both President 
Johnson and Senator Gold- 
water using the red phone 
(Continued on page 5) 
and staff we have, and second 
a student recreation building. 
This recreation building 
will be on the basis of a stu- 
dent union, however, we hope 
to have a swimming pool and 
physical training facilities as 
well as adequate recreation 
available. 
Finances present our main 
problem in construction such 
as this. Dorms, relatively 
speaking, pay for themselves 
in fees paid by students and 
thus dorm construction will 
probably be rather continual, 
howeyer for special construe^ 
tion, as mentioned before, 
special funds have to be al- 
located before building can 
start. 
TIGER: What other re- 
sources are there for funds 
other than the state and 
federal legislatures. 
Bryan: Usually foundations 
such as the Olin Foundation, 
responsible for Olin Hall and 
Earle Hall, give money to be 
used for a designated pur- 
pose. We are now seeking 
donors for other buildings but 
know nothing definite as yet. 
At times private companies 
give modest sums to be used 
by. the school as the admin- 
istration feels is necessary, 
however, most of this is done 
by the company matching the 
gift an alumnus gives. 
For example, G. E. (I feel 
sure they do this) will match 
the $100 an alumnus gives and 
thus the school gets $200 to 
do with as it sees fit. Also 
companies may offer dona- 
tions in the form of scholar- 
ships, fellowships, equipment, 
loan funds, and professorships 
(which we are hoping to ac- 
quire in the near future). 
TIGER: The Alumni also 
sponsor  scholarships.    How 
is this set up in connection 
with your office? 
Bryan: The Alumni Loyal- 
ty Fund, which continues 
through the year (anyone may 
donate) usually has about 
$100,000 a year. This money 
is devoted to operation of the 
Alumni Association but main- 
(Continued on page 4) 
The CaSUalty Count by Jerry Marcus 
(This is dedicated to one of the persons 
who will be part of the 19&4- Casualty 
Count.) 
WMB 
4-2,700 persons died in highway accidents 
in 1963. The Travelers Safety Service * 
THERE'S NOTHING UK? 
A PLAYBOY CLU 
French Lady Located In NY Harbor 
By DENNY VOSO 
TIGER Feature  Writer 
During the summer of 1865, 
in the French home of Edou- 
ard de Laboulaye, an idea was 
formulated to present a mon- 
ument to the United States. 
The monument was to com- 
OLD PROS RECALL 
Military Rat System 
Harder On Students 
By FINDLEY PARKER 
TIGER Feature Writer 
Rats, do you think that 
your life here is relatively 
calm and easy? Read on, and 
you may feel better about 
your position. 
Believe it or not, there is 
a purpose for the Rat system. 
It puts everyone on the same 
grounds and tries to make 
them feel like they are just 
one of the guys. The rat is 
one of a large number, and 
quickly identifies himself with 
a group. It is an outward at- 
tempt to instill the Clemson 
spirit by pep rallies, cheer- 
ing, and athletics. 
Military Rats 
Back in the military days, 
around the 1930's, the system 
was almost completely differ- 
ent from what it is now. Dur- 
ing the first week, the rats 
were to get their heads shav- 
en. 
During this week, there 
were only a few upperclass- 
men at the college, and their 
job-was to teach the rats how 
to march and to introduce 
them to the custom of pad- 
dling and general hazing. At 
first it wasn't too bad, but 
then the rest of the upper- 
classmen came in and "all 
hell broke loose." 
For the first two weeks, 
the rats could stay out until 
7:30. After that, they had to 
be in at the same time as up- 
perclassmen, which was 8:30. 
Bed check and lights-out was 
at 11:00. On Friday nights the 
rats got to clean the upper- 
classmen's rooms and rifles 
and scrub floors. Then they 
got to clean their own rooms 
and equipment. The reason 
for all this gung-ho was the 
big inspection every Satur- 
day morning at 8:00. On Sat- 
urday nights, everyone could 
stay out until 11:00. 
No Meal Cheering 
During the first few days, 
the rats had to eat a square 
meal at all meals. The meals 
were served family style, 
with at least one upperclass- 
man at each table. They were 
marched into the dining hall 
for the meal. 
At the conclusion of the 
meal — the meal lasted no 
more than thirty minutes — 
they were marched back out. 
There was an atmosphere 
conducive to digesting what- 
ever it was that was served 
at that time. 
But then, in the 1950's, a 
new method of humiliating 
and harassing the rats emerg- 
ed and became very popular 
—that of cheering in the din- 
ing hall. 
There was a "pep meeting" 
every day after the noon 
meal. The rats ran down the 
hall with the upperclassmen 
tapping them, lightly upon 
the derriere with anything 
that happened to be handy, 
such as a paddle, a broom, a 
coat hanger or even a sabre. 
Another popular pastime 
was for the rats to go around 
to each upperclassman's room 
and have a piece of paper 
signed, after receiving a pad- 
dling, or for the upperclass- 
men to make the circuit of 
the rat's rooms and sign the 
paper. 
A sport that enjoyed great 
popularity was golf. The rat 
would grab his ankles. The 
upperclassman would yell 
"Fore," after which the rat 
yelled "Drive," and the up- 
perclassman followed through 
with a powerful drive, using 
as his club a paddle or other 
driving apparatus. 
Service And Reward 
They had a system of Rat 
Service. Each rat was assign- 
ed to one of the higher-ups. 
It was his job to clean the 
upperclassman's room, pro- 
vide shoe shines (a rule 
which  later  went  out),   and 
run errands. 
These errands included 
such goodies as having the 
laundry at the laundry by 
6:00 in the morning, going to 
the old Jew Shop (which is 
now the Bursar's Office), and 
checking the mail box (which 
was downtown). Every after- 
noon, several rats were desig- 
nated to stay on the hall and 
run errands. 
Their call to run an errand 
was "new boy" and all of the 
rats would make tracks to the 
caller'F room. The last one 
to report got the honor of 
running the errand and was 
rewarded with a paddling. 
At the end of the year, each 
rat received a Rat Diploma, 
which stated that he had com- 
pleted a year of Rat Service. 
The diploma had to be sign- 
ed by all the upperclassmen, 
who paddled for the last time 
before signing it. 
New  Civilian Life 
In 1955, disaster struck for 
the students who had just fin- 
ished a year of Rat Service. 
Because the enrollment of the 
college was going down, the 
military system was abolish- 
ed. 
Paddling of the rats was 
abolished. In fact, the ma- 
jority of the rat system was 
abolished. Uniforms were 
gone, except for those ROTC 
uniforms. 
A few of the things that 
remained were the shaven 
heads, compulsory pep ral- 
lies, cheering for "Tiger 
Rag" and "Dixie" in the din- 
ing hall, climbing the flag 
pole, and beating the drum 
before the Carolina game. 
For awhile, organizations 
used paddling, but this was 
later declared illegal. Since 
the changeover, other things 
have started to disappear, or 
be restricted because of ris- 
memorate the birth of the 
United States and the friend- 
ship that had endured be- 
tween the U.S. and France 
since the American Revolu- 
tion. 
Plan Formulated 
De Laboulaye was the pro- 
moter of the idea. He was be- 
ing backed by the well-known 
sculptor, Frederic Auguste 
Bartholdi. After much contro- 
versy and discussion, it was 
decided that Bartholdi would 
go to America tp study the 
situation and to investigate 
the possibilities. 
As he, Bartholdi, entered 
New York Harbor, the plan 
for the monument crystall- 
ized. He decided    to   place 
the monument  on  a small 
island in the middle of the 
harbor. The island, Bedloe's 
Island, was the location of 
an    eleven-pointed,      star- 
shaped fort. He decided to 
place the monument in the 
middle of the fort. 
Upon his return to France, 
Bartholdi, along with De La- 
boulaye, formed the   Franco- 
American Union to raise funds 
and to begin building of the 
monument.  The French peo- 
ple contributed    all    of   the 
money needed for the monu- 
ment. 
The French government was 
not asked to give and did not 
offer to give any money. This 
monument was presented by 
the people of France which 
makes the monument more 
symbolic of a great interna- 
tional friendship. 
Lack Of Interest 
The American people were 
asked to contribute money for 
the pedestal. We were not as 
enthusiastic as the French. It 
was not until Joseph Pulitzer, 
ing academic standards. 
With the publication of the 
"Rat Pact," 1964 marked the 
first year since the end of 
the military that the rats 
have known exactly what 
they are to do as rats. At one 
time previously, a Rat Bible 
was to be put out, but after 
the dictionary showed that 
the word bible has religious 
connotations, the idea was 
dropped. 
Now, Rats, do you feel any 
better? No? 
The following people made 
the publication of this arti- 
cle possible: Bob Towell, 
Dean Cox, Dean Coakley and 
Joe Sherman, three of which 
were students under the mil- 
itary system. 
editor of the New York World 
began to arouse interest, did 
we finally raise the money to 
build the pedestal. 
Soon, the   monument    was 
completed at a cost of $250,- 
000. Every cent came from the 
pockets of the French people. 
Bartholdi worked   ten    years 
constructing the monument. 
The two most significant 
elements of the statue were 
the broken shackles at the 
foot of the monument sym- 
bolizing the breaking of all 
bonds for freedom, and the 
torch, a guide for other na- 
tions to follow towards free- 
dom.     The  model  for  the 
face of the statue was Bar- 
tholdi's   mother,   who   kept 
the   inspiration of freedom 
within his heart. 
The pedestal was complet- 
ed after the statue was con- 
structed.  It   towered  eigthy- 
nine feet in the air and was 
so well  anchored    that    the 
whole  island  would  have  to 
be  inverted to  overturn  the 
statue and pedestal. On July 
4,   1884.  one  year  after  De- 
Laboulaye's death, the statue 
was presented to the United 
States through the Minister to 
France, Levi P. Morgan. 
Final Trip 
On May 21, 1885 the statue 
began the trip across the At- 
lantic in a French boat, the 
Isere. It was received in the 
United States on June 17, 
1886* The dedication was on 
October 28, 1886. 
THE STATUE OF LIBER- 
TY ENLIGHTENING THE 
WORLD, stands in New 
York Harbor on Liberty Is- 
land, formerly Bedloe's Is- 
land, for all the world to 
see. It symbolizes the birth 
of freedom and the interna- 
tional friendship that CAN 
exist. 
The Statue of Liberty, 
standing as strong as freedom 
should, leads the way and 
clears the path of freedom- 
loving people. It fears noth- 
ing, braving all of nature's 
wrath. The torch of freedom 
is still, and always will be, 
burning to make the darkness 
of reality seem less ominous. 
Give Me Liberty. . . 
.'.' 
The Statue of Liberty lifts her torch of welcome to all 
who come to the New York Harbor. Across the harbor 
are the skyscrapers of Manhattan. (Photo by NY Con- 
vention and Visitors Bureau.) 
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Welcome Home Tigers! 
It's Been A Long Time... 
By STEVE RIFKIN 
TIGER Sportswriter 
With four games remaining on the Clemson 
football schedule, the Tigers return to Death Val- 
ley to meet the Virginia Cavaliers tomorrow at 2 
p.m..   The game will be the third Atlantic Coast 
Conference meeting for the Tigers who own a 2-4 
overall record and a 1-1 conference mark.   It will 
also be Frank Howard's eighth meeting with the 
Cavaliers from Charlottesville, Virginia, and he 
has yet to lose to them.    Last year's game saw 
Clemson hold Virginia to 20 yards rushing and 
21 yards passing as the Tigers completely crushed 
them by a 35-0 margin. 
Virginia   has   a   3-3   record 
going  into  tomorrow's  game, 
and   the   three   victories   are 
one   more   than   last   year's 
squad   had   in   compiling   a 
2-7-1  record.    The  Cavaliers 
were  upset  by  Wake Forest 
(31-21)  in their  season  open- 
er and then routed by Duke 
30-0. After the loss to Duke, 
the young Virginia squad be- 
gan to come alive. They edged 
out  arch-rival Virginia  Tech 
20-17   and   VMI   20-19   with 
some    last    minute    heroics. 
Then   they   achieved   one   of 
their  finest  victories   of  all- 
time,   a   35-14   trouncing   of 
Army. Last Saturday they lost 
to N. C. State by a 24-15 mar- 
gin. 
Cavalier head coach Bill 
Elias has 20 lettermen return- 
ing from last year's team 
with the most prominent in- 
cluding Bob Kowalkowski, the 
junior tackle who won Ail- 
American mention for his 
play last season. John Pin- 
cavage and Tom Krebs, jun- 
ior halfbacks, and Bob Dun- 
phey and Bob Prusmack, jun- 
ior fullbacks, and Ted Torok, 
. senior guard, are the other re- 
turning lettermen of promi- 
nence. 
. The outstanding back for 
this year's Virginia team has 
been sophomore Bob Davis. 
Davis has been nothing short 
of sensational in the first six 
games, as he has gained 839 
yards, for an average of 6.9 
yards per play. In his first 
varsity encounter, Davis gain- 
ed 344 yards which set a Vir- 
ginia school mark. He is pres- 
. ently number two in the con- 
ference in total offense. Join- 
ing Davis in the backfield will 
be another outstanding soph- 
omore, Carroll Jarvis. Half- 
-back John Pincavage and full- 
-back Bob Prusmack are ex- 
pected to be the other mem- 
bers of the starting backfield. 
At ends, the Cavs are expect- 
ed to start Larry Molinari and 
Edward Carrington. Senior 
tackle Patrick McFalls (220), 
tackle Bob Kowalkowski (240), 
guards Charles Hart (190) and 
Ted Torok (230) are expected 
to supply interior support for 
Virginia. 
At center, senior Jim Win- 
get is a doubtful starter. He 
was injured in last week's 
encounter with N. C. State af- 
ter he was voted the out- 
standing lineman in the na- 
tion for his outstanding per- 
formance against Army. He 
personally made 11 solo tac- 
kles and took part in ten oth- 
ers and in short stopped 
Army on the ground. 
After last week's 14-10 loss 
to the Horned Frogs of the 
Texas Christians, Frank How- 
ard is eager to return home 
to Death Valley. The only 
change on the starting unit 
will be end Bill Sharpe, who 
will replace Hoss Hostetler. 
Hostetler was injured in last 
week's encounter and it is 
doubtful that he will see any 
action tomorrow. Another 
doubtful player will be quar- 
terback Tommy Ray, who is 
out with an injured leg. Clem- 
son will have Ted Bunton at 
center, Richard Cooper and 
Joe Blackwell at guards, 
Butch Robbins and Johnny 
Boyette at tackles, and ends 
Sharpe and Wayne Bell mak- 
ing up the starting forward 
line. The backfield will have 
Jimmy Bell at quarterback, 
Billy Ward and Hal Davis at 
halfback and Pat Crain at 
fullback. 
DEVELOPMENT 
(Continued from page 3) 
ly to the educational advance- 
ment of this institution. 
The money raised is used 
for the R. F. Poole scholar- 
ship, assistance to the library, 
professorships, student gov- 
ernment, and faculty develop- 
ment. Jack Williams, Dean of 
the University, has said he 
gets more benefit out of this 
fund because he can use it 
however he feels it is neces- 
sary. 
|  ATTENTION \ 
Intramural director Bill 
Wilhelm has announced No- 
vember 25 as the deadline for 
the entry of teams in basket- 
ball intramurals. Entry blanks 
may be secured at room 206, 
Field House, or through Mr. 
Florey of the Dormitory Of- 
fice. They must be returned 
to either of these places be- 
fore the specified date. 
Friday, October 30, 1964 
Soccer Club Grows 
*The Clemson Soccer Club, 
boasting a membership of 40 
students, is actively preparing 
for a future slate of games 
with Carolina area collegiate 
teams. Bolstered by the pre- 
sence of several students from 
overseas countries and several 
former outstanding high 
school players from the East, 
the caliber of play far ex- 
ceeded that expected by team 
co-captain  William  Haddad. 
Krajack Has Height, Depth Problems 
As Frosh Toughen For Opening Game 
By JERRY  BARON 
TIGER Sportswriter 
The schedule has been an- 
nounced for the coming fresh- 
man basketball season. The 
team, coached by George Kra- 
jack, a recent Clemson grad- 
uate and an ex-basketball 
player himself, will play its 
first game on Dec. 1, 1964, 
against North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. This year, the 
schedule consists of teams 
from mostly out of the con- 
ference. The only two At- 
lantic Coast Conference rivals 
will be North Carolina and 
South Carolina. The rest of 
the schedule consists of games 
with Furman, the Citadel, 
North Greenville Junior Col- 
lege, Anderson College, Geor- 
gia, Georgia Tech, and David- 
son. In Coach Krajack's words, 
"This is the best schedule we 
have ever had for the team." 
Three boys are on scholar- 
ship this year. The first is 
Bennie Danko. Danko is 6 feet 
3 inches tall, plays forward 
and guard, and comes from 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
where he was an all-city 
player. Danko's brother was 
on the same state champion- 
ship team as Coach Krajack, 
and later played for Mary 
land. It was this friendship 
that brought Bennie to Clem- 
son. Dave Demsey is the sec- 
ond scholarship player. Dem- 
sey, who comes from Home- 
stead, Pennsylvania, is 6 feet 
4 inches tall, and will play 
guard. The third scholarship 
went to Curt Eckard, from 
Hildebrand, North Carolina. 
Curt is a big fellow, standing 
6 feet 5V2 inches tall and 
playing center. Last season, 
Eckard was on the North Car- 
olina class B State champion- 
ship team. 
Although there were com- 
paratively few non-scholar- 
ship players that tried out, 
Coach Krajack did pick up 
several players who will 
round out the team quite well. 
Coach Krajack believes that 
he has, "one of the best boys 
in the state of South Caro- 
lina," in Marvin Caughman, 
the president of the freshman 
class. Caughman comes from 
Columbia, where   he   played 
Duke Looks To Be Class Of ACC 
,By MATHIAS RICHARDSON 
TIGER Sportswriter 
Duke  6 
Army 0 
'." The Duke Blue Devils re- 
gained undefeated as they 
turned back a tough Army de- 
fense with two second quarter 
-field goals by Mark Caldwell. 
-Caldwell's first three-pointer 
.was set up by a 4G-yard pass 
from quarterback Scotty 
Glacken to Dave Dunaway, 
-while the second was also set 
up by a Glacken to Chuck 
.Drulis pass just before the 
half. For Duke it was their 
fifth straight win, while for 
Army it was their fourth 
straight defeat. Next week's 
Duke-Georgia Tech game 
will be a battle of the un- 
beatens. 
TCU   14 
Clemson 10 
The Horned Frogs of TCU 
struck  for   two   late   touch- 
downs to hand Clemson their 
fourth loss in six starts. TCU 
.halfback  Jim  Fauver passed 
for one touchdown   and   ran 
for another to lead the Horn- 
• ed Frogs second    half   rally. 
Clemson had completely dom- 
inated the first half, as they 
,put ten points on the score- 
board—six  points coming on 
a one yard plunge    by    Pat 
Crain, while the   other   four 
points   came   on   the   toe   of 
Frank Pearce — a conversion 
and a 26 yard field goal. Se- 
nior halfback Hal Davis, who 
sparked the Tigers first drive 
with runs of 22 and 17 yards, 
led Clemson rushers with   91 
yards in 11 carries. 
North Carolina 24 
South  Carolina  6 
Behind the passing of quar- 
terback Gary Black and the 
running of halfback Ken Wil- 
lard, the University of North 
Carolina sent South Carolina 
to their fifth straight loss of 
the season. The winless Game- 
cocks could muster only 78 
yards on the ground, while 
the Tar Heels ran for 240 
yards, led by Ken Willard 
who picked up 130 yards on 
32 attempts — one attempt 
short of the ACC record. Dan 
Reeves, eighth leading passer 
in the nation, was held to 
eight completions good for 135 
yards, as compared with the 
204 yards on 17 completions 
that Black had. 
N. C. State 24 
Virginia  IS 
N. C. State boosted their 
ACC record to 4-1, as they de- 
feated an outmanned, but 
scrappy, Virginia football 
team in Charlottesville, 24-15. 
After a scoreless first quar- 
ter, the Wolfpack struck for 
two quick touchdowns to pull 
away from the Cavaliers, up- 
set winners over Army last 
week. The first touchdown cli- 
maxed an 80 yard drive led 
by quarterbask Charlie Nog- 
gle, while the second touch- 
down came minutes later on 
a 42 yard run by halfback 
Gary Rowe. Virginia could 
muster little offense until the 
closing   minutes   when   they 
ALEXANDER DRUG CO. 
WE INVITE YOU TO COME 
SEE  US  FOR YOUR 
DRUG   AND  SUNDRY   ITEMS 
"Your Walgreen Agency* 
scored their second tally. 
Wake Forest 21 
Maryland 17 
Wake Forest turned the ta- 
bles on the Maryland Terra- 
pins behind the passing of 
quarterback John Mackovic 
and the running of Brian Pic- 
colo. Maryland, who upset 
North Carolina last week, 
jumped off to an early 14-0 
lead in the first quarter, but 
the Demon Deacons, losers to 
Clemson last week, matched 
them with 14 points in the 
second quarter. After trailing 
Maryland again, 17-14, Wake 
Forest hit for the • deciding 
touchdown in the closing min- 
utes on two Mackovic passes 
for 54 yards and five rushes 
by Piccolo, who scored the 
last touchdown. 
for Dreher High School. He is 
6 feet 5 inches tall, plays for- 
ward and in the South Caro- 
lina Ail-Star Game, was nam- 
ed the most valuable player. 
In addition, before deciding 
to come to Clemson, Caugh- 
man turned down several 
scholarship offers. Another 
non-scholarship boy is guard 
Bob Shauer, from North 
Babylon, New York. Another 
boy who Coach Krajack con- 
siders to have real good po- 
tential is John Dineen from 
Arlington, Virginia. John 
plays forward. Krajack has 
called Dineen, "a good ball 
handler." Krajack also went 
on to say, "They all have po- 
tential." 
Rounding out the squad are 
guards Jimmy Padgett, 5 feet 
10 inches from Columbia, and 
Cadets Top 
Rifle Team 
The Firing Tigers were de- 
feated last Friday in a match 
held at Clemson by a fine 
team from The Citadel, 1341- 
1306. The Citadel's Bob Sund- 
strom, an All-American, was 
high individual scorer with a 
mark of 279. Ken Aaltonen 
was high for Clemson with a 
271 score. The loss leaves the 
Firing Tigers with a 7-1 mark 
after eight matches this sea- 
son. 
On Saturday afternoon, Oct. 
24, the freshmen rifle team 
defeated the newly formed 
girls' rifle team, 466-456. 
In addition to the match 
last week the rifle team made 
a trip to the Pendleton Rifle 
Range and fired the M-l rifle 
to receive their qualification 
badges in connection with the 
Army ROTC program. Of the 
ten boys who fired the record 
course, seven were rated as 
Expert and three as Sharp- 
shooter. 
Jane Pace, a member of the 
girls' team, accompanied the 
boys and also fired the weap- 
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Harper's 5 & 10c Store 
College Ave. 
Dick Johnson, 5 feet 11 
inches from Orangeburg. The 
other three forwards are 
Jerry Mandich 6 feet 2 inches 
from Charleston, Stan Kellett, 
6 feet 3 inches from Enoree, 
and Wade Macfie, 6 feet 4 
inches from Winsboro. At 
center, there will be Bud 
Wiley, 6 feet 7 inches from 
Appleton, Wisconsin. 
Right now, the team works 
out from 7:00 to 9:00, every 
night. They have been work- 
ing on the fundamentals for 
the present, but next week, 
they will take up offense. At 
present, the outlook is not the 
best. "There is no comparison 
with this year's squad and last 
year," said Krajack, "Last 
year, they had more talent. 
We will do all right, but we 
will have to work hard." 
Freshmen Basketball Squad—Front row (1 to r)—Marvin Caughman, Bud Wiley, Curt 
Eckard, Bobby Shauer. Second row—Dick Johnson, Jerry Mandich, Wade Maciie, 




If your degree is in Liberal Arts, Engineering, the Sciences, 
or Business Administration, you may very well find your 
route for advancement at IBM. The marketing and appli- 
cation of computers offer opportunity to new graduates in 
a variety of ways. 
At IBM, Data Processing Systems Engineers study the best 
ways to solve customer problems. They find the best 
methods and select the best equipment to handle each 
type of problem. If your college experience has taught you 
to organize information and approach a problem system- 
atically, see IBM. 
An IBM Data Processing Representative shows customer 
executives how IBM can help business become more effi- 
cient. In selling to business, industry, government, or 
defense, you use your own initiative and individuality. Ad- 
vancement comes as you develop skills acquired in college. 
Thorough initial training will teach you the techniques of 
data processing and marketing computers. If you are look- 
ing for opportunities to grow, join IBM. Your placement 
office can give you our literature—or make an appoint- 
ment with our interviewers. IBM is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 
Interviews February 25 
If you cannot attend the interviews, write or visit the near- 
est IBM sales office. 
P. E. Green, Branch M.gr. 
P. 0. Drawer 207 
Greenville 
South Carolina 29602 IBM 
DATA PROCESSING 
"We are able enough right 
now to give a good account of 
ourselves against any colle- 
giate team in the area," says 
Haddad, a former collegiate 
player himself. "The quality 
of play of our backs is excel- 
lent right now considering 
the amount of time we've' 
been together. However, our 
forwards need a little more 
finesse and polish if we are 
to have an effective offense," 
says Haddad, "and this can 
only come with time." 
Since becoming a major 
NCAA sport just five years 
ago, soccer has become one of 
the fastest growing sports in 
the collegiate program. It is 
an avowed purpose of the 
Clemson Soccer Club to have 
soccer incorporated into the 
athletic program here in due 
time. With the large number 
of fine freshman prospects 
presently engaged in trying 
to put the elusive round ball 
in the net, that time may not 
be too far away. 
Practices are held twice 
weekly at 4:30 p.m. on Wed- 
nesday and Friday for those 
who hope to make the squad. 
The first scrimmage game 
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Sam Quizzes 
By   SAMMIE   CORROS 
TIGER Sports Writer 
Editor's Note: Like death 
and taxes, good 'ole Sammie 
Carros holds another inter- 
I view with Frank Howard. 
Here in Sam's own fluent 
style is that interview. 
At 7:20 a.m. last Monday 
morning Coach Howard 
bounded up the steps of the 
Athletic Association building 
and hastened to his office. 
Howard: Good morning, son. 
You beat me to work today. 
Come on in. 
TIGER: How was Texas? 
Howard: Oh, it was nice. 
■ We had a good trip down and 
stayed at a nice place. The 
weather was nice and not too 
hot. I guess I'm just about 
over losing now. 
TIGER: What happened in 
the second half of the ball- 
game? 
Howard: Well, buddy, we 
just had about a five minute 
lapse and that was the dif- 
ference. I don't know why it 
happened, but it did. We had 
been stopping those two plays 
. that they scored on. But for 
some reason we didn't stop'em 
then. We let up for a few 
minutes and that was the dif- 
ference. 
TIGER: Did TCU come 
out fired-up in the second 
half? 
Howard: Yeah, you might' 
say that. They started hitting 
harder and running a little 
harder. 
TIGER:  Did they do any- 
PLYLER ATTENDS 
(Continued from page 3) 
which links  Washington and 
Moscow. 
This evening at the White 
House ended around 9:00. 
From then until 7:30 Sunday 
night, when my plane left, I 
had time for sightseeing in 
Washington. 
thing you didn't expect them 
to do? 
Howard: Naw, they ran 
their regular plays, and we 
stopped'em good except those 
two long plays. But you know 
buddy, it's pretty hard for a 
team to throw something new 
at you. A team can't do magic 
in the short time they have in 
practice. On a Monday you 
can't work'em hard. Tuesday 
and Wednesday you can get 
some hard work in, but you 
have to let up on Thursday. 
So you have only about three 
and a half hours of good 
work. If you try a new play 
in a game, you'll probably 
fumble. It's the same with the 
work in one night. You see 
it's pretty hard to try some- 
thing new and make it work. 
TIGER: Didn't the offense 
seem to bog down at times? 
Howard: I don't know if 
you can say it bogged down 
If you've got the ball on your 
twenty, then the defensive 
safety men have about seven- 
ty yards behind them to think 
about. But if you're on the 
defense's fifteen or twenty, 
then they only have about 
ten or fifteen yards to worry 
about, and then they can 
come up and meet you on the 
line. When you get close to 
the other team's goal line, the 
yardage is' pretty tough, bud- 
dy. 
TIGER: How does Virginia 
look? 
Howard: I haven't had a 
chance to get a good look 
at 'em. I usually look at the 
defense first because you 
can tell the advantages of 
offenses right away. Vir- 
ginia has a stack defense. 
The linebackers line up be- 
hind the defensive linemen 
and go to either side. Thai 
can cause some problems. 
As for offense they've got 
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Howard 
back, and two good half- 
backs. 
TIGER: What's the best of- 
fensive formation? 
Howard: Well, if you've got 
a good running and passing 
attack, then the wing is the 
best formation. You're strong 
for running to one side and 
strong for passing to the 
other. Now a slot formation 
is one of the strongest for 
passing. 
TIGER: Did Hostetler 
(Hoss) and Ray (Thomas) suf- 
fer bad injuries? 
Howard: I don't think that 
either one of 'em will play 
Saturday. Crain was shaken 
up a little, also. There may 
be some injuries showing up 
late. But you know when a 
player is injured and has to 
miss some practices, then he 
doesn't have that toughness 
and sharpness for Saturday. 
TIGER: How do you think 
the team will do in the last 
four games? 
Howard: Son, I just don't 
know. We could win all four 
or lose all four. You just can't 
tell. Did you ever think VPI 
would beat Florida State or 
that Wake Forest would beat 
Maryland or Vanderbilt tie 
Mississippi? There's all kinds 
of things happening this year. 
We Pick 'Em 
Tally 
W L GB 
Carros 83 37      
Rifkin    81 39 2 
Fishbein 81 39 2 
Walker    80 40 3 
Laitala    76 44 7 
Stallworth   74 46 9 




A live minute defensive 
lapse, the running and pass- 
ing of a wisp named Jimmy 
Fauver, and the Clemson Ti- 
gers found themselves on the 
losing end of a football game 
for the fourth time this sea- 
son by a score of 14-10. 
Amon-Carter Stadium in 
Fort Worth, Texas, braced it- 
self for a rout as the power- 
ful-looking Tigers moved 
swiftly down the field follow- 
ing a TCU punt in the first 
quarter. 
However, the Tiger of- 
fense bogged down and 
TCU staved off the first of- 
fensive effort in a one-sided 
first half. 
Clemson linebacker Richard 
Cooper picked up a fumble 
midway the first quarter, and 
the Tigersl were on the offense 
again. Senior fullback Pat 
Crain carried the ball the 
final two yards of a drive 
spanning five yards and three 
plays. Frank Pearce kicked 
the PAT and the Tigers led 
7-0. 
Clemson scored its final 
points after a fumble recov- 
ery by Hugh Mauldin at the 
TCU 39. Twelve plays, some 
hard running by Mauldin, 
Bob Baldwin, and Frank Lib- 
eratore, and Pearce toed his 
first successful field goal at- 
tempt of this aging season. 
With 7:46 remaining in the 
second quarter, the Tigers 
were through scoring-wise. 
What followed was a long 
process of getting beat, chief- 
ly at the hands of Fauver, a 
running bomb on two legs 
looking for a play to- explode 
and go all the way on. 
The Tigers went into a de- 
fensive tailspin late in the 
third quarter, and like a good 
team, TCU used the lapse to 
spring Fauver free to throw 
a touchdown pass, the first 
of his career, to halfback 
Bobby Batton. Batton took 
the pass over his shoulder and 
romped across the Tiger goal 
line to complete the 57 yard 
scoring affair. 
Minutes later Fauver broke 
out of the shadows covering 
the west end of the field and 
dashed 70 yards for a touch- 
down. Clemson end Bill 
Sharpe made a final dive at 
him, but Fauver continued un- 
touched to the end zone. 
Bruce Alford's FAT was good 
and TCU had won 14-10, al- 
though the game was thirteen 
minutes from being over. 
End Hoss Hostetler and 
quarterback Tommy Ray were 
injured in the game and are 
not expected to see action in 
the game this week. 
Halfback Fauver ran like 
an Ail-American as he 
amassed 164 yards rushing 
on fifteen carries for the 
late-starting Horned Frogs. 
Clemson halfback Hal Davis 
had his best afternoon of the 
year in his second starting 
assignment since his sopho- 
more year. 
The Tigers, now faced with 
a 2-4 record with over half 
of the season gone, meet an 
up-and-down Virginia squad 
this Saturday. After five suc- 
cessive games on the road, the 
team returns to the friendly 
confines of Death Valley, hop- 
ing to improve on a not-too- 
impressive record thus far. 
Is Crain Called On Too Often? 
By HOWIE FISHBEIN 
TIGER  Sportswriter 
The voice over the public 
address system bellows out 
across the football field 
"fourth and two for Clemson 
on the Virginia twelve yard 
line"; and the thirty thou- 
sand fans in Death Valley 
know what the next play is 
going to be. It will be a full- 
back smash over the center 
of the Virginia line. The only 
trouble with this strategy is 
that the eleven Virginia play- 
ers also happen to know that 
the Clemson fullback will be 
carrying the ball on the next 
play. And for fullback Pat 
Crain it has become one man 
against eleven opponents for 
the past six Saturdays when 
it comes to gaining yardage. 
Pat Crain, Clemson's start- 
ing fullback for the past two 
seasons, is facing his tough- 
est challenge in this, his sen- 
ior year. When pre-season 
All-America football teams 
were published early in Sep- 
tember, the 6'2", 230 pound 
fullback from Clemson was 
listed as one of the prime 
candidates to be the best in 
the country. But that was be- 
fore the football season start- 
ed, and before Clemson's op- 
ponents realized they could 
stop Frank Howard's offense 
by   simply  assigning  two  or 
PAT CRAIN 
We Pick 'Em 
Walker 
Clemson over Virginia 
Florida over Auburn 
U.C.L.A. over California 
Duke over Georgia Tech 
North Carolina over Georgia 
Harvard over Pennsylvania 
Minnesota over Indiana 
Ohio State over Iowa 
L.S.U. over Mississippi 
Penn State over Maryland 
Memphis State over Wake Forest 
Nebraska over Missouri 
Notre Dame over Navy 
N.C. State over South Carolina 
Syracuse over Pittsburgh 
Slippery Rock over Lock Haven 
Illinois over Purdue 
Kentucky over West Virginia 
Alabama over Miss. State 































































































































more players to jealously re- 
strict the movements of num- 
ber 31, Pat Crain. The fact 
that Clemson's trademark, a 
big, fast, hard-blocking for- 
ward line has been more of 
an easy mark for the oppo- 
sition than a plus mark for 
the Tigers hasn't made the 
running any easier for Crain 
this year. 
The biographical history of 
Pat has been full of honors 
and awards. In high school 
at Latrobe, Pennsylvania, he 
earned letters in basketball 
and track besides the three 
letters he received for play- 
ing football. During his stay 
at Clemson, Pat was named 
as the outstanding football 
player in South Carolina for 
1963; he was named the out- 
standing collegiate athlete in 
South Carolina for 1963-'64; 
and he was named to the At- 
lantic Coast Conference team 
in '63. The greatest honor 
ever paid to Pat was being 
drafted in the second round 
by the Chicago Bears last 
year. It was the highest draft 
choice of any junior in the 
United States last year. 
Against Texas Christian Uni- 
versity last week Pat gained 
enough yardage to join the 
select few Clemson players 
who have gained more than 
1,000 yards in their college 
career. 
When asked about the 
relatively poor showing of 
the Tigers this year Pat 
said: "The team has played 
much better football than 
our record indicates. Not 
one  of  the  games we lost 
(Continued on page 6) 
Fencing Returns 
The Clemson Fencing Club 
has returned to action this 
year under the coaching and 
advice of Dr. Hal Coolidge. 
The strength and hope of the 
team will lie in the 12 re- 
turnees from last year, but 
the addition of 18 enthusiastic 
beginners has brightened the 
picture. In preparation for a 
match in the near future with 
The Citadel, the team has 
been practicing three times a 
week in the YMCA gym- 
nasium. 
For the benefit of those 
students who are unaware of 
the details, or even the exist- 
ence, of the Fencing Club, it 
is worthwhile to note that it 
is a university club, run by 
students, and receives support 
from the YMCA and the Of- 
fice of Student Affairs. Mem- 
bership is open to all interest- 
ed students, regardless of 
prior experience. Interested 
students should contact Dr. 
Coolidge for further informa- 
tion. 
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"THE KILLERS" 
IN  COLOR 
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. Matinee 
Nov. 1-2-3 
Sandra   Dee 
Robert Goulet 
Andy Williams 
— IN — 
"I'D RATHER BE RICH' 
IN  COLOR 
Tues. Night-Wed.-Thurs. 
Nov.  3-4-5 
Kim Novak 
Laurence Harvey 
— IN — 
"Of Human 
Bondage" 
Biddies Massacre Cubs, 21-0 
By JOEL RICHARDSON 
TIGER Sports Writer 
The Clemson freshmen foot- 
ball team resembled their 
varsity counterparts in a lack- 
luster performance against the 
South Carolina Biddies in 
Carolina Stadium last Thurs- 
day night at Columbia. They 
lost 21-0. 
From The Blistering 
Best - Seller . . . From 
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The hard-fought first quar- 
ter saw Carolina intercept a 
pass but fail to capitalize on 
the Cubs' mistake. After be- 
ing forced to punt, the Bid- 
dies stopped a Cub drive 
which ran out the quarter. 
Halfway through the. second 
quarter, a recovered fumble 
by the Biddies set up their 
first touchdown. The fumble 
was recovered on the 27 and 
following a short drive, Mike 
Fair took the ball in for the 
first points in the game. The 
PAT was good and the Bid- 
dies held a seven point mar- 
gin over their opponents. 
Following the kickoff, the 
Biddies capitalized on anoth 
er bad break—a blocked punt 
— to get the ball at the Cub 
21. One play, one pass by 
quarterback Mike Fair, and 




$3.98 to $9.98 
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$2.98 to $3.98 
JUDGE KELLER 
second touchdown of the 
night. Again the PAT was 
good, and the Biddies moved 
out to a 14-0 lead. 
Cub halfback Charles Hook 
lugged the ensuing kickoff 
back 43 yards, slashing up the 
middle of the Biddie defense. 
The Cubs drove to the Biddie 
four' only to be repulsed by 
a sparkling defensive effort 
on the part of the Biddies. 
Carolina took over only to 
fumble on the 3rd play of that 
series. Cub center Ray Mullen 
recovered the bobble on the 
Biddie seven-yard line. Four 
plays, four successive incom- 
plete passes, and the half and 
a Cub threat were over. 
The teams resorted to good 
'ole rock'em, sock'em football 
in the third quarter as each 
team found it difficult to 
mount a drive against the 
other. 
The Biddies got their final 
score of the night after re- 
ceiving a Cub punt and driv- 
ing the distance to the goal 
line on crunching runs by 
Mike Fair and Benny Gallo- 
way. 
Fair sneaked the ball over, 
and the Biddies held their 
final margin of victory at 21- 
0. 
The passing and running of 
Mike Fair provided the marg- 
in of victory for the Biddies 
as he scored twice and threw 
a T.D. pass for the other tally. 
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Campus News Roundup 
Commuting Coeds 
The commuting coeds have 
formed an organization 
through which they can meet 
each other and find out what 
is going on in the world of 
Clemson. They plan to meet 
on the first Wednesday of each 
month at noon in the Loggia 
level lounge. All commuting 
coeds are cordially invited to 
attend the next meeting, 
which will be held on Wed- 
nesday, Nov. 4, at 12:00 noon 
in the lounge. 
* *    * 
Nursing School 
Virginia Proctor, on a re- 
cruiting tour for the Emory 
University School of Nursing, 
will speak at Clemson on 
Tuesday, Nov. 3, at 10 a.m. 
Miss Proctor is director of 
student development for the 
Emory nursing school. 
Emory offers a collegiate 
nursing program leading to a 
Bachelor of Science in Nurs- 
ing degree. The Emory nurse 
receives two years of aca- 
demic work in the College of 
Arts and Sciences before en- 
tering the three year profes- 
sional nursing program. 
* *    * 
Foreign Films 
"My Name Is Ivan," a Rus- 
sian movie, will be presented 
by the Modern Language Se- 
ries next Monday in the Civil 
Engineering Auditorium. The 
movie will be shown at 1 
p.m., 7 p.m., and 9 p.m. It 
tells the story of a young 
Russian boy who lives with 
dangers on the front line as 
a scout and companion to a 
group  of soldiers during the 
war. 
* *    * 
Exhibition Series 
The Clemson Architectural 
Foundation will open "Josef 
Albers—Interaction of Col- 
or," the third exhibit in the 
architecture exhibition series, 
on Nov. 3 in Rudolph Lee 
Gallery. "Interaction Of Col- 
or" is an exhibition of orig- 
inal color prints from Albers' 
famous publication, "The In- 
teraction Of Color." The pub- 
lic is invited to view the ex- 
hibit free of charge week 
days from 9 a.m. until 4:30 
p.m. 
4      *      iti 
SESAPS 
Fourteen members of the 
Southeastern Section of the 
American Physical Society 
will represent Clemson at a 
conference in Chattanooga, 
Tenn., on Nov. 5-7. 
The Clemson chapter of 
SESAPS will be represented 
by both faculty and graduate 
students, who are going for 
the purpose of recruiting new 
graduate students and a new 
faculty member and to learn 
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CENTER 
of new developments in the 
field of physics. Technical pa- 
pers are to be presented by 
several of the members going. 
Faculty members attending 
will be Dr. L. D. Huff, Dr. C. 
A. Reed, Dr. J. E. Miller, Dr. 
M. J. Skove, Dr. E. P. Still- 
well, Dr. M. G. Miller, Dr. R. 
L. Chaplin, and Dr. H. W. 
Graben. 
Graduate students attending 
will be B. Powell, J. H. Da- 
vis, D. Kinkaide, R. Long- 
shore, J. Buice, and A. Mae 
Swinney. 
Tom's Popularity Grows 
Clemson Changes 
Dear Tom, 
I have a problem . . . My 
Problem is a letter I received 
from a buddy who used to go 
to Clemson and is now at- 
tending the University of 
Colorado. 
Before I go any further let 
me give you an excerpt from 
this letter. "I'll say one thing: 
Colorado doesn't have the 
spirit that Clemson has; I 
really    miss that.    And    the 
Cooke and King For Dances 
(Continued from page 1) 
with Ben E. King as the lead 
singer and song-writer. He 
wrote such well-known songs 
as "There Goes My Baby" and 
"Dance With Me." 
As his career advanced, 
King began a program of per- 
sonal appearances while sing- 
ing such songs as "Stand By 
Me" and "How Can I For- 
get?" 
Saturday night Sam Cooke 
will highlight the entertain- 
ment with a real professional 
show. According to Johnny 
Scoggins of the CDA, "Sam 
Cooke, well-known as a sing- 
er, is also a master at hyp- 
notizing his audiences with his 
all-around capabilities. Sam 
was recently featured at the 
Copacabana in New York; the 
entertainment critics were 
wild about his show." 
Nick Lapole, New York 
Journal-American writer, 
says, "He (Cooke) had the 
sellout Copa audience stomp- 
ing and singing with him 
when he led them in 'No- 
body Loves You When You're 
Down and Out* and 'If I Had 
a Hammer.' " 
Cooke is the son of a Bap- 
tist minister. As a young boy 
he sang in the choir of his 
father's church in Chicago. 
He, a brother, and two sisters 
formed a singing group called 
the "Singing Children." After 
high school graduation Cooke 
began as a professional with a 
group called "The Soul Stirr- 
ers." 
After becoming interested 
in popular music, Cooke be- 
gan recording with Keen 
Records. His initial release 
"You Send Me" sold over 2.5 
million records. Sam recorded 
other songs with Keen includ- 
ing "Summertime" and "Ev- 
erybody Loves to Cha-Cha- 
Cha." 
RCA-Victor signed Sam up 
as soon as his previous con- 
tract elapsed. Cooke has turn- 
ed out many hits on their la- 
bel; among the best-known 
are "Chain Gang", "Twisting 
the Night Away," and "Cu- 
pid." 
According to Scog- 
gins, "Cooke has enjoyed one 
of the most phenomenal suc- 
cesses in the history of the in- 
dustry. Every one of his 
records has been a best-seller. 
For example, in 1963 and the 
early part of 1964, eight suc- 
cessive recordings of his were 
among the ten most popular 
records in the country. As a 
result the wags in the busi- 
ness have come to   refer   to 
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Sam Cooke as 'that fellow 
who lives in the top ten.' " In 
all, his recordings have sold 
over ten million copies. 
Accompaniment and back- 
up music for Cooke will be 
furnished by his band and a 
female vocal group, "The Val- 
entinos." Ben E. King will 
have the "King's Three" sing- 
ing with him. 
"Homecoming week-end is 
going to be one of the most 
exciting and memorable of all 
ever held at Clemson. A large 
crowd is expected both nights, 
and they will long talk about 
the good times they had at the 
dance," says Scoggins. 
Freshmen don't get hazed — 
not a damn thing. No rats 
to yell at the football games; 
just nothing." 
Tom, how do I answer this 
boy? How can I tell him that 
what we called "school spirit' 
is now called "over-entHusi- 
asm" and is on the way.out? 
How can I tell him that the 
rats are rats in name only 
and they no longer have to 
cheer in the dining hall dur- 
ing lunch? 
Perhaps the hardest thing 
I have to tell him is that the 
PAT CRAIN 
(Continued fiom page 5) 
was by a lop-sided icore. It 
just seem* that we get care- 
leu on  one or two plays, 
and   boom—six   points   for 
the  opposition.  If   we  had 
some of the breaks this sea- 
son,   our   record   could   be 
4-2,  maybe  even   5-1.  but 
it's the breaks that makes 
football so interesting, one 
year you get them and the 
next year you don't." 
Tomorrow,   when   number 
31  is called  on  to get that 
important first down, and he 
doesn't get the necessary yard- 
age, don't think it's because 
he isn't trying. Did you ever 
try   to   run   through   eleven 
football players? 
GRE Registration Closes 
For Seniors Next Monday 
Registration for the Nov. 
21 administration of the Grad- 
uate Record Examination will 
close on Nov. 2. 
The University requires all 
graduating seniors to take 
the aptitude portion of the ex- 
amination. Seniors will be 
able to take the GRE either 
on Nov. 21, Jan. 16, Mar. 6, 
Apr. 24, or July 10. 
According to Dean H. H. 
Macaulay, dean of the grad- 
uate school, seniors planning 
FLICKS 
(Continued from page 3) 
While it may be true tnai 
Miss Novak's acting ability 
doesn't approach that of Miss 
Davis, her physical attributes 
are positively overwhelming. 
It depends on what you're 
looking for. 
Of Human Bondage 
"Of Human Bondage" is 
the third remake (this time 
done in England) of W. Som- 
erset Maugham's "classic 
drama of corrosive love." 
This production is aided by 
a big-name cast, especially 
Kim Novak, who has gained 
no little renown lately on 
screen and in magazine by 
going the way of all flesh. 
The plot of the movie close- 
,ly follows that of Maugham's 
novel. Laurance Harvey plays 
the poignant role of the club- 
footed failure searching for 
love. Miss Novak is the part- 
time waitress and part-time 
prostitute with whom Harvey 
falls hopelessly, and tragical- 
ly, in love. 
Although he tries to escape 
to other girls, played by Siob- 
ham McKenna and Nanette 
Newman, he invariably re- 
turns to Kim, until she finally 
dies of syphilis. 
Critics have been down on 
this production because of the 
acting of Harvey and Novak. 
Harvey is criticized for un- 
deracting his role, not making 
it emotional enough; Novak's 
talent is compared to that of 
Bette Davis, who originally 
played the role. 
lotions and colognes 
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to attend graduate schools of- 
ten need the Graduate Rec- 
ord scores before April or 
May. These students may now 
arrange to take the examina- 
tion on Nov. 21, the earliest 
testing date, and the Univer- 
sity has agreed to pay for the 
test. 
Students who wish to take 
the Advanced Test in addi- 
tion to the aptitude test may 
do so if it is required of all 
students in their curricula. 
Otherwise the student will 
have to pay for that part of 
the examination. 
"The aptitude test, a two 
and half hour test given in 
the morning, provides a meas- 
ure of general scholastic abil- 
ity at the graduate level. It 
yields two scores; verbal and 
quantitative ability. Included 
in the test are verbal reason- 
ing questions, reading com- 
prehension questions drawn 
from and bordering on sev- 
eral fields, and various kinds 
of quantitative-mathematical 
materials, such as questions 
on arithmetic reasoning, on 
algebraic problems, and on 
the interpretation of graphs, 
diagrams, and descriptive 
data," states the GRE Bulle- 
tin. 
The advanced tests are 
three hours long and given in 
the afternoons. They are de- 
signed to measure comprehen-' 
sion of basic materials in ma- 
jor fields. The different tests 
include foreign languages, en- 
gineering, physical sciences, 
social sciences and other 
fields. Only one advanced test 
may be taken in one after- 
noon. 
Seniors may pick up addi- 
tional information in the of- 
fice of the dean of the grad- 
uate school. 
PRESIDENTIAL 
(Continued from page 3) , 
of the Bay of Pigs invasion, 
foreign aid to communist or 
socialistic regimes, and wheat 
deals with Russia. 
Mr. Capel, speaking first for 
the Democrats, called Repub- 
lican issues and statements 
"gobblely gook." He said that 
Republicans advocated the re- 
turn to a "caveman society" 
but that the Democrats 
thought government should 
be   used   for   the   benefit   of 
P.R.'s have been forced to 
substitute a meek "Yes, Sir" 
for their old, resounding "Hell 
.yes, Sir" by some lilly-white 
goodie-goodie. He will think 
that Clemson has been taken 
over by some reform group 
from Bob Jones! 
He will no doubt be disgust- 
ed When I tell him the ad- 
ministration has turned the 
students against them by their 
railroading tactics in trying to 
destroy the rat system to the 
extent that students would 
boo Dr. Edwards in public 
and curse the other officials 
openly. 
Tom, I think this is a prob- 
lem a lot of students are hav- 
ing, so any help you may give 
will be greatly appreciated by 
all. 
Dave Bundrick 
Class of '66 
TIGERAMA SPARKS 
(Continued from page 1) 
Around 100 people, exclud- 
ing those putting on the skits, 
have been working on Tiger- 
ama since the first of Septem 
ber. In addition to Jerry 
Caughman, director of Tiger- 
ama, there are two assistant 
directors, Earl Burch and Tate 
Horton. 
Committee chairman include 
Jack Green, skits; Joe Ru- 
zicka, music; Dickie Williams, 
tickets; John Lee, photo- 
graphy; Tommy Hamm, pub- 
licity; Danny Truett, person- 
nel; Charles Jager, physical 
arrangements; Keys Lewis, 
technical; John Newton, ush- 
ers; Ryan Cobb, gate control; 
J. L. Monteith, artistic; Rudy 
Antoncic, Miss Clemson Con- 
test; and Jim Hambright, gen- 
eral. 
Jerry Caughman emphasiz- 
ed that Tigerama is for every- 
one, not just Clemson stu- 
dents. He also stated that 
publications releases on Tiger- 
ama have been sent to all 
major newspapers in the state, 
that tapes about Tigerama 
have been sent to about 
twenty radio stations, and that 
letters have been sent to the 
high schools in the area and 
colleges in North and South 
Carolina. A special effort has 
been made this year to en- 
courage University of North 
Carolina students to attend 
Tigerama. 
Miss Clemson Contestants 
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Miss Clemson contestants are (left to right, top to bottom) Ann Corbin, Clara Jones, 
Ande Mitchell, Joan Reas, Mary Sue Gibert, Jeannette Hicks, Susan Mullan, Janis 
Moore, Susan Moore, Nina Dulen,' Sandra Tarquino, Stuart Mungall, Carol Jackson, 
Jane Race, Heather Prevost, and Yolanda Pacini. These girls were nominated for 
Miss Clemson 1964 and will be voted on by the student body next Thursday. 
ATTENTION POETS 
Poetry Contest Offers Cash 
Thrope Menn, literary edi- 
tor of the KANSAS CITY 
STAR, recently announced 
the beginning of the second 
annual Kansas City Poetry 
contests which will offer $1,- 
500 in cash prizes and one 
book publication. 
Six honor awards totaling 
$600 will be offered to col- 
lege students for single poems. 
State College Officials 
Hold Meet At Clemson 
Clemson will host about 20 
member institutions of the 
South Carolina Association of 
Colleges at their fall meeting 
in the Clemson House Friday 
and Saturday. 
Dr. Robert C. Edwards will 
welcome the delegates at the 
7 p.m. Friday dinner, and the 
association president, Dr. 
Charles S. Davis, Winthrop 
College president, will pre- 
side at the business session. 
Dr. Fenton Keyes, president 
of Coker College and the as- 
sociation vice president, is 
chairman of the Program 
Committee which will present 
representatives of the South 
Carolina Commission on High- 
er Facilities Act and the 
Peace Corps and submit a re- 
port   on   the   spring  meeting 
everyone. 
The other Democrats spent 
most of their time countering 
Republican's charges and com- 
paring the records of the 
candidates. Mr. Skove pointed 
out that Barry Goldwater does 
not have an executive record 
except as head of a depart- 
ment store. He then turned to 
President Johnson's record as 
an executive and called it "a 
fairly good record." 
600 AM WSBF 88.1 FM 
PROGRAM  NOTES 
Sunday 3-5 PM 
"CONCERT IN HIGH FIDELITY" 
presents 
Ravel: "Bolero" 
Brahms: "String Quintet No. 1" 
Hayon: "Piano Sonata No. 3" 
Bach: "Chorale Partita for Organ" 
Beethoven: "Symphony No. 9 (Chorale)" 
Sunday 7-8 PM 
'SOUNDS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY' 
presents 
"THE   GAY   LIFE" 
By the original Broadway Cast 
Monday-Friday 3-5 PM 
"UPBEAT" 
The music heard all around the nation—selec- 
lections from the "BILLBOARD HOT 100" list. 
and election-of officers. 
In addition to host Clem- 
son, colleges planning to send 
representatives include Cen- 
tral Wesleyan, Coker, College 
of Charleston, Erskine, Lan- 
der, Limestone, Newberry, 
Presbyterian, Winthrop, Wof- 
ford, The Citadel, University 
of South Carolina, Furman 
University, and the Anderson, 
North Greenville and Spar- 
tanburg Junior Colleges. 
On Saturday the educators 
will be Clemson's guests at 
luncheon in the University 
dining hall and at the Vir- 
ginia-Clemson football game 
in Death Valley. 
BLUE KEY 
(Continued from page 1) 
two fall projects, Tigerama 
and the Blue Key Student- 
Faculty Directory. 
Tigerama consists of twelve 
skits put on by various fra- 
ternities on campus. It will 
be put on Friday, Nov. 7. 
The Blue Key Directory, 
published annually by the or- 
ganization, gives the major, 
home, address, and room num- 
ber of all students and lists 
all the faculty. This will be 
ready shortly after Home- 
coming. 
Officers for the 1964-1965 
term are Horton as president; 
Mike Mahon, vice-president; 
Jimmy Williams, secretary- 
treasurer; Keys Lewis, corre- 
sponding secretary; and Ed 
Lominack,  alumni  secretary. 
These are sponsored by Hall- 
mark Cards, Inc., of Kansas 
City, Mo. 
Another, the Dr. Edward A. 
Devins Award, offers a cash 
payment of $500 for a book- 
length manuscript. It will be 
published and distributed by 
the University of Missouri 
Press. The total value of this 
award will be determined by 
sales. The $500 is in the form 
of a guaranteed advance roy- 
alty payment. 
Both the Devins award and 
the Hallmark awards are of- 
fered in open competition on 
a national basis. The Hall- 
mark awards are open to stu- 
dents of junior colleges of un- 
dergraduate or graduate sta- 
tus. 
Information on submitting 
entries may be obtained by 
sending a self - addressed 
stamped envelope to: Contest 
Directors, P. O. Box 306, Kan- 
sas City, Missouri, 64141. 
Closing date for submission 
of all entries is February 1, 
1965. Winners will be an- 
nounced April 29 at the last 
of the 1964-65 American 
Poets Series sponsored by the 
Kansas City Jewish Commun- 
ity Center. 
All entries will be judged 
anonymously. Even the names 
of judges —- all of whom are 
nationally recognized poets 
and critics ■— will not be re- 
vealed until after the contests 
are decided. Entrants must 
submit their work with no 
clue to authorship. The name 
of the author is to be enclos- 
ed in a sealed envelope at- 
tached to the entry. 
This year's contest is an 
outgrowth of the "Heart of 
America" poetry contest spon- 
sored in 1963 by the newspa- 
per and Mr. Sharp, a Kansas 
City businessman. The initial 
contest was such a success, in 
terms of number of entries 
and quality of work, that Dr. 
Devins, the University of Mis- 
souri Press, and Hallmark 
Cards were prompted to vol- 
unteer additional prize mon- 
ey. Hallmark has long_encour- 
aged a wider acceptance of 
serious poetry. In 1960 the 
greeting card firm published 
"Poetry for Pleasure," a best 
selling anthology of contem- 
porary and classical poetry. 
Clemson's Student 
Chapter Of ASCE 
Is Commended 
Clemson's student chapter 
of the American Society of 
Civil Engineers was chosen 
this month as one of 20, of 
a total of 145 Student Chap- 
ters, to receive Certificates of 
Commendation from the par- 
ent chapter. This is the first 
time that Clemson has receiv- 
ed this highest of classifica- 
tions. 
The selection of these 20 
Student Chapters came from 
10 regions of the United 
States, with Clemson Univer- 
sity, the University of Ala 
bama, and the University of 
Florida being selected from 
the  Southern  Region. 
The 1963-64 Clemson Stu- 
dent Chapter was presided 
over by David Rosamond, 
who is presently a graduate 
student at Clemson. Professor 
Jack C. McCormac, faculty 
advisor for the group, com- 
mented, "To David Rosamond 
should go much of the cred- 
it for this honor." 
The student chapter meets 
the second and fourth Tues- 
days of every month, and it 
is the report of these meet- 
ings which is sent to the par- 
ent chapter to be judged. 
Professor McCormac explain- 
ed, "We were fortunate last 
year to have many profession- 
al engineers attend the meet- 
ings. This, combined with 
student talks, attendance, and 
the number of Clemson grad- 
uates who are professional en- 
gineers, determined the rat- 
ing by the parent chapter." 
President of the Clemson 
Chapter for this year, Leon 
Price, extends an invitation to 
all Civil Engineering students 
at Clemson to join the society. 
"He Roars For 
Tiger 
Clemson University'' 
Invites All Students To Try Out For Junior Staff Positions 










Come By   THE   TIGER   Office (9th Level Of Student Center) 
Monday - Wednesday Afternoons 
